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Students Oppose Campus Recruitment

Marines

Incur

Battle At

By Rick Hornung

needed.
contracts, and other military
related activities have been
Although many different perEver since mass student protests removed from the programs of spectives and ideologies were
have declined, the United States other colleges, Trinity, as an in- discussed, the meeting focused on
Marine Corps recruiters have stitution, has not followed this the issue of protesting the presence
found their way back on to college practice.
'. , of the Marines at a liberal arts
campuses.
Thirty students met Wednesday,. college.
Whereas many , schools have September 17 on their own
Almost all those present said
refused to permit the Marines to initiative, to discuss the possibility
that they believed that the military
visit and attempt to recruit
students, Trinity College has not. of protesting the Marines arrival at recruiters work against the basic
Trinity. After exchanging their principles of furthering one's
For whatever reason, the ad- individual views for an hour, they education. Specifically, the
ministration of this school has agreed on a proposal to organize a
allowed the recruiters to come and non-violent sit-in at the Career
actively try to interest students in Counselling Office.
military careers.
Citing the failure of other forms
The Marines are scheduled to Of protest, such as last year's
recruit at the Career Counseling Specter of Death protest, many
Office, Mon., Sept. 29 from 10 a.m. people felt that the administration's policy of granting
to 2 p.m.
the Marines a place on campus
Despite the events of Vietnam should
be opposed.
and the protests of former years,
In an attempt to get the Adthe Military continues to seek
college students for their Officer ministration to take a stand
Training Programs. Although against the recruiters, individuals
ROTC, Department of Defense decided that stronger action was

Trinity

students said they thought that a
place of learning is "not the place
to tolerate the destructive policies
of the American military."
Instead of limiting the protest to
discussion amongst a few, those in
attendance said they believed that
a non-violent sit-in would be the
best way to illustrate the broader
issue of "the College's duty to
make a stand on political matters." The action is directed at the

Marines as well as Trinity's policy
of allowing the military to recruit
amongst students.
The sit-in is planned for Monday,
Sept. 29. Students at the Sept. 17
meeting ask members of the
Trinity community to participate.
According to those students,
further information can be obtained from Peter Jessop, Box 968.
Judy Lederer, Box 1922, or Mitch
Karlan, Box 1637.

Solemn faces and somber thoughts reflect students' opposition to Marine recruitment on
campus.

Phone Rafes: Up, Up and Away

Last year...The Face of Death lurked in the shadows as a
Marine tried "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" on for size.

By Kenneth Crowe
and Jeff Dufresne
Trinity students who have
private phones in their rooms are
confronted with a $6.00 increase in
the installation charge this year.
The phone service at Trinity is
supplied by the Southern New
England Telephone Company
(SNET). The company's fee for
installation both on and off campus
is $29.00. Last year's fee for the
same service was $23.00.
Mr. Gene'Aleksa of SNET attributed the increase in the installation charge to a general increase granted by the Connecticut

More Trinity Faculty Promoted
By Diane Schwartz
The Committee on Appointments
and Promotions has released the
names of an additional seven
faculty members who have
received promotions. Last week,
nine appointments were announced by the committee. All
appointments were effective Sept.
1.
David J. Ahlgren, a faculty
member since 1973, has been
promoted to assistant professor of
Engineering. He received a master
of science degree from Tulane
University in 1966 and is a doctoral
candidate at the University of
Michigan. Ahlgren did his undergraduate work at Trinity.
Judy Dworin, hired in 1971, has
been promoted to assistant
professor and director of Dance.

She received her bachelor of arts
degree from Trinity in 1970 and her
master of arts from Goddard
College in 1975.
Jane A. Millspaugh, an instructor since 1973, has been
promoted to assistant professor of
Physical Education. She received
a bachelor of science degree from
Springfield College in 1970 and a
master of arts from Trinity in 1973.
Gary C Jacobson, who came to
Trinity in 1970, has been promoted
to associate professor of Political
Science. He received a bachelor of
science from Stanford in 1966, a
masters of philosophy in 1964 and a
doctorate in 1970 from Yale.
Ralph Owen Moyer, Jr., on the
faculty since 1969, has been
promoted to associate professor of
chemistry. He received a bachelor

Public Utility Commission which
took effect June 30, 1975.
The installation rate covers the
work required to plug each phone
into the system, to list each phone
in the local phone book, and to
update the company files.
According to Aleksa, $30 or $40
worth of paper work, as well as
considerable mechanical work in
the central office, is involved in the
process of installing each
telephone. He explained that this,
and not the physical act of installing the telephone, is what the
customer is charged for.
Other sources from SNET also
disclosed that although Trinity
students must personally plug
their telephones into their, jacks
this year, they receive no reduction
in installation charges as cornpared to other Hartford residents.
SNET distributes the cost so that
people in the suburbs pay the same
as people in the city, and Trinity
College receives no special
'break" for
"
'
the
installation
charges.
The
general
installation
procedure at Trinity has been
slightly modified this year. By
assigning each room a telephone
number and allowing students to
•••
obtain
phone
service
at
registration, the College saved the
students the inconvenience of
personally
contacting
the
telephone company to obtain phone
service.

of
science
degree
from
Southeastern Mass. Technological
1957, a master of
Institute in 1957,
science from the University of
Toledo in 1963, and a doctorate
from the University of Connecticut
in 1969.
Harvey S. Picker has been
promoted to associate professor of
Chemistry. He received a bachelor
of science in 1963 and a doctorate in
1966, both from-MIT. He came to
Trinity m 197L . , / . . .
Charles B. B. Schultz, first appointed in 1971, has been promoted
to associate professor of
Education. He received a bachelor
of arts degree from University of
Pennsylvania in 1951, a master of
education from Temple University
in 1961, and a doctorate from
The College also does not have to
Pennsylvania State in, 1970.
wait weeks before being notified of

a student's phone number.
Undisclosed sources have
revealed a method by which
students may bypass the new installation charge. If a student can
determine in 'which'room he or she
will reside during the following
academic year, a money-saving
arrangement could be made with
the present occupant of that room.
According: to the agreement, the
name of the person that the phone
is presently listed under on SNET
files would be switched to the name
of the following year's occupant in
advance.
The future occupant must then
contact the phone company to have
the telephone turned off for the
summer so that the regular
monthly fee of more than $7.00 will
be reduced to $1.00 a month.
In September the telephone
company would re-institute service
without the student's having to pay
another installation charge.

SGA
To

Mold

Fresh Elections
See p. 2

Ne"w*ProiFe$sor Leach To Play Dual Role
By Meri Adler
Gene Leach is not just another
new Trinity professor. He is a new
Trinity professor associated with
both the History Department and
the new American Studies
Program.
Leach received a B.A. from
Harvard, an M.A. from Michigan,
a M. Phil, from Yale, and will soon
receive his PM)., also from Yale.
In addition, Leach joined the
Peace Corps in 1967, was stationed
in Chile and taught at a small
Jesuit University. He found that
the Peace Corps "was not fulfilling
a real need," and "was supporting
a system that was the cause of

Chile's problems." In 1969, Leach
quit the Corps,
Leach came to Trinity because
he was persuaded "that Trinity
was serious about American
Studies;" the program having
been in existence at Trinity for the
past five years.
Half located in the History
Department, Leach views himself
as a "historian in American
Studies." Leach feels that he would
be "free-floating and suspect" if he
was only connected with the
American Studies Program. He
believes that this (his position) is
"a rational, sane way to begin the

program.
Leach feels that it is important
that the American Studies
Program
"maintains
its
grassroots flavor," and that it
remain "as flexible as possible."
"Across the country," he said,
"American Studies Programs are
trying to decide whether to be
satisfied with program status,
coordinating the resources of other
departments, or to push for
department status."
Leach prefers the less formalized program approach. He
commented "that a degree of instability is beneficial in that it

enables the Program to maintain
the flexibility and the freedom
which
have
characterized
American Studies."
He adds, "American Studies is
not unserious," but "a coalition; a
U.N. of individuals, that together
with faculty contributions take on a
collective identity,"
Leach says that, at Trinity,
American Studies is unified by a
background in history, particularly in the Junior Seminar and
the Senior Colloquium (which are
both historically organized) and
the spirit of the majors.
He said, "Nationally the

American Studies Movement is
united by a commitment to study
American Culture, to begin with
the problems and search for the
methods,"
"The
common
denominator of the movement,
being fascination with what is
happening to culture." He believes
that this attitude towards
education is "venturous."
In the future, Leach says,
American Studies will organize
meetings and sponsor speakers.
American Studies, Leach states, is
interested in cultivating "a
common
consciousness
for
people," and "not in being a
separatist movement."

Freshman Elections To Be Held Oct. 2
The Student Government
Association (S.G.A.) will conduct
freshmen and vacancy elections
'for positions in the student
government Thursday, October 2.
Fifteen positions are open exclusively to freshmen— nine of
them are positions on the S.G.A,
and six are positions on the Mather
Hall Board of Governors (MHBOGK

Any inquiries concerning the
election should be addressed to
SheilaDriscoll, Chairperson of the
Election Committee.

Additionally, five vacancies open
to any full time undergraduate
(permanent, transfer, or exchange). Three of these"offices are
for M.H,B,O.G., and one is for the
S.G.A, Descriptions of these
committees and the regulations for
running can be found on page 8F.
Elections will be held Thursday,
October 2, in Mather Campus
Center from 9 am to 6 pm. Only
freshmen may vote for the freshmen positions; all undergraduates
may vote for candidates in the
vacancy elections- Candidates ,
receiving the largest number of
voles will be declared winners.
Victory as a write-in candidate
requires a minimum of fifteen
votes.

Openings: Freshmen Elections -nine positions on the Student
Government Association and six
positions on the Mather Hall Board
of Governors. All-college Elections
- one position on the Student
Government Association, one
position on ConnPIRG and three
positions on the Mather Hall Board
of Governors.

Procedures
For Election

Nominating Petition: To appear
on the ballot, a nominating petition
must be submitted with the
signatures of fifteen full-time
undergraduates presently enrolled
at Trinity. A student may sign
more than one petition for an office, and may sign more than one
nominating petition for any candidate. The petition must contain
The Election Committee en- the petitioner's name, class, box
courages candidates to campaign number, the position applied for.
if they wish to. No candidate for Students desiring to run for more
any office may have more than $50' than one position must submit a
valid petition for each position.
spent in his/her behalf.

Exchange
Earlier this month, the InnerCity Exchange, located at 175
Enfield St. in Hartford, was
vandalized, damages totaled about
530,000.
. Stephen Minot, a professor in the
English Department, and Ivan
Broker, the head of the Graduate
studies program, will be in Hamlin
Hall Tuesday Sept, 23 from 12 until
1:15 p.m. to accept donations and
raise money for repairs.
The Exchange serves the North
End district of Hartford, an area
bounded by Capen, Vine and
Barkour streets, It offers classes

Vandalized
and workshops in art, dance,;
drama, lighting, sewing, and
cooking. It also runs a sports
program and distributes clothing.
Larry Woods, a member of the
Trinity Class of '73 is closely
associated with the Exchange. He
received the Fishzohn Award for
Community Service in 1972.
The Exchange is supported and
financed by. the community. The
Hartford Courant set up a fund to
pay for the damages. Various
organizations have contributed,
and Minot commented, "we
thought it was appropriate for
Trinity to do its share."

Wanted: Big Brothers
and Sisters
By Peter A. Miridich
Some tremendously valuable
experiences are available to
Trinity students through various
community service programs on
and off campus. I feel that Trinity
Big Brothers and Sisters, in particular, merits mention. The group
matches students with a "little"
brother or sister with whom they
maintain a working personal
relationship. Each partnership
determines for itself the time and
place of their meetings.
Many people initially wonder
what to do with a little brother or
sister. It honestly makes very little
difference. These kids will do
anything and love it, Only the time
spent and the giving matters. The
organization provides an informational packet with ideas for
on and off campus activities, how
to receive reimbursement for

personal expenses, and the
availibility of games and special
privilige.s for participants.
Trinity students need the intellectual stimulation of their
studies, the exercise from sports,
the
benefits
from
peer
socialization, the luxury of free
time, but also a constructive
release for their sensitivity
towards their surrounding people
and community. Most people need
a further dimension added to their
perspective of life around them
Trinity BB&S offers a fantastic
chance for individuals to grow and
mature in a genuinely practical
way.
Another article will appear in
next week's Tripod prior to a
meeting for those interested. Think
about it. We'd love to see students
do it. The satisfaction is superb.

Any petition that does not meet the
above criteria will be declared
invalid. t
,
Nominating petitions are to be
submitted on Thursday, September 25, between the hours of 8
am and 10 pm, to the locked
petition box at the Mather Hall
front desk. Absolutely no petitions
will be accepted after 10 pm,
Thursday, Sept. 25 unless there are
significant extenuating circumstances, Potential candidates
are advised as to the inflexibility of
this rule, and are strongly urged to
meet the petition deadlines,

to the Tripod stating their views or
their interests. The statements
should be no longer than 100 words
and must be typed. They are due at
the Tripod office by noon, Saturday, September 27, and will be
printed in the following Tripod
along with the sample ballot,
Elections The election will be
held on Thursday, October 2, in
Mather Hall from 9 am to 6 pm,
The SGA Elections Committee
apoligizes for the hassle involved
in running for an office, but feels
that detailed regulations will
Statements Candidates are prevent the appearance of
encouraged to submit a statement Irregularities or corruption,

Notification: Students submitting petitions will be notified by
mail on Friday, Sept. 26, as to
whether their petition(s) for office
h'as been accepted. A sample ballot
will be printed in the Tripod
September 30. It is the responsibility of every candidate to make
sure that (s)he is correctly listed.
If a mistake has been made, the
Elections Committee must be
notified Wednesday afternoon in
the Student Government Office.
(ext. 203)

Congress Overrides Ford's
Education Veto
(CPS)—Disregarding dire
warnings of increased inflation and
mounting deficit
spending,
Congress voted in mid- September
to override President Ford's veto
of the $7.9 billion education appropriations bill.
By lopsided margins of 88-12 in
the Senate and 379-41 in the House,
Congress enacted into law the
measure which included some $2.4
billion in higher education funding,
The bill covered money for such
programs as Basic Grants,
National Direct Loans, Guaranteed Student Loans, College Work
Study
and
Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants.
The Senate tally was 21 votes
more than the two-thirds majority
needed to override the President's
veto. The House vote exceeded the
necessary majority by 99 votes.
It was a "vote for inflation," said
Office of Management and Budget
Director James T. Lynn. In the
battle against the override, the
President's spokespersons continually emphasized the fact that
the bill exceeded Ford's budget by
$1.5 billion and consequently, they
argued, dangerously increased the
federal deficit and encouraged
inflation.
"The real issue is whether we
are going to impose fiscal
discipline on ourselves or whether
we are going to spend ourselves
into fiscal insolvency," Ford said
in his veto message last July. The
President termed the appropriation "too much to ask the
American people—and our
economy—to bear,"
Yet supporters of the override
move noted that the money bill
called for spending $400 million
less than the congressional target
set last spring as part of Congress'
attempt to reassert control over "
the federal budget. "The administraton's requests were
inadequate to begin with," argued
Massachusetts Senator Edward
Brooke, senior Republican on the
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee that handled the bill.
Other override supporters
argued that the appropriation was
only 3.6% over the 1975 appropriation, some 5% less than the
consumer price index rise over the
same time period. This argument
led some administration critics
critics to argue that the education
appropriation represented an
actual net decrease in federal
spending for education, in view of
the effects of inflation.

Prior to the override vote Sen.
William Hathaway (D—ME), a
member of the Senate Budget
Committee that set the original
target appropriation, said Ford's
veto "demonstrated a callous and
unfortunate disregard for our
national priorities and a perversion of otherwise valid concepts
of fiscal and budgetary restraint,"
Educational lobbyists in support
of the override move were credited
by observers with one of the best
lobbying efforts in recent
legislative history.
The ad hoc Committee for Full
Funding of Higher Education,
consisting of such groups as the

National Student Association and
the National Student Lobby,
worked to encourage students to
telegraph,
call
or
visit
Congresspersons in support of the
bill, particularly in some 50
Congressional "swing" districts^
"It worked beautifully," pwd^ong
NSA official of the lobbying effort,
noting that the override vote exceeded the original vote on the bill
last July,
One NSA lobbyist cited the
example of a student leader from
the University of Northern Iowa
who gathered 2300 signatures on a
petition in support of the override
in only 24 hours.

Splat!

Catsup In Your Eye
(CPS)-Whtle other city dwellers
choke on pollution, some Oakland,
CA residents wash catsup out of
their hair instead.
Government air pollution experts has found that it sometimes
rains catsup near a cannery in
East Oakland. Coming into contact
with steam clouds of residues
emitted from the factory is like

brushing into a large wad of cotton
candy, according to Bay Area Air
Pollution Control engineers.
Pollution Engineer Don Gilso"
said that the steam "U>oks like
catsup, but it tastes like .sugar, a
sort of sugary catsup."
After walking into the cloud, ne
said, "My hair was sticky. I had W
wash it out as soon as I got home.
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The Law Goes To Pot

Marijuana To Be Decriminalized For Bicentennial?
(CPS)~"I can think of no area of
criminal law where so-called
crime and punishment are in such
imbalance. "-Sen. Alan Cranston
(D-CA)

Maine, where the fine for
possession of any amount of
marijuana for personal use is $200)
will be imposed. The laws are
patterned after the legislation of
Oregon, which in 1973 became the
first state to decriminalize pot.

In Alaska, laws against pot were
weakened still further when the
state Supreme Court ruled that
possession of marijuana by adults
in the home fell under the constitutionally protected right of
privacy. The 5-0 landmark decision
based on the Alaska constitution
and not the Federal Constitution,
cannot be appealed to the US
Supreme Court.
Meanwhile, two measures
dealing with marijuana reform are
awaiting action in the US Senate.
One bill, sponsored by Jacob Javits
(R-NY), Alan Cranston (D-CA)
Five states-Alaska, California, and others in a bi-partisan
Colorado, Ohio and Maine-will coalition, calls for the reduction of
now consider possession of small marijuana penalties to a civil
amounts of pot a civil offense, offense punishable by a fine not to
dropping criminal records and jail exceed $100.
At the same time, an amendment
sentences for possession. Instead,
with
marijuana
a maximum fine of $100 (except in dealing

In most parts of the country, a
person caught with as little
marijuana as one joint is still officially a "criminal," and will have
a life-long criminal record to prove
it. But efforts to decriminalize
marijuana gained momentum this
past summer with five states
making major reforms in their
marijuana laws. Another state
gave constitutional protection to
persons who possess marijuana
only in their homes and two major
federal marijuana reform bills are
awaiting action in Congress.

decriminalization is being pushed
alongside the massive new Federal
Criminal Code now under consideration by the Senate. A product
of the Nixon and Ford administrations, the revised code, if
enacted, would penalize possessors
of any amount of marijuana with a
30-day jail sentence and/or a fine
of up to $10,000, unless the
decriminalization amendment is
included.
Two similiar measures are
currently under review by subcommittees in the House of
Representatives.
The current federal law makes
possession
of
marijuana
punishable by one year in jail
and/or a $5,000 fine.
Keith Stroup, director of the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), expressed "reasonable
optimism" about the outcome of
national marijuana legislation. It
is possible, Stroup said, that the
bills could be voted on by the entire
Senate sometime next spring. "If
that happens," he added, "we'll be
within striking distance."

Town-Gown Forum

A Little Lower Than
The Angels
By Mike Brown
The chief intent of the nineteen
seventy-five Town-Gown Forum,
entitled "A Little Lower than the
Angels," will be to examine "new
perspectives on our search for
wholeness," yiews from the fields
of philosophy, psychology and
religion will be presented in a
series of six lectures which are to
be held in Austin Arts Center,
Trinity College, every Tuesday
afternoon at one-thirty, beginning
on Oct. 14.
The initial lecture of the series
(Oct. 14) will be
given by
Professor Drew A. Hyland, whose
talk will focus upon "Human Spirit
and Human Nature: The Ambivalent Legacy of Our Tradition."
Professor Hyland will address
himself to the question of: "Are
we, can we be, both spiritual
beings and natural beings?"
The second lecture will also be
presented by Professor Hyland
(Oct. 21), who will at that time
examine "The Dilemma of Spirit
and Nature: Two Contemporary
Examples." Two of the themes set
out in his first lecture will be
reflected upon: the current debate
in education over the priority of
"knowledge" or "creativity" as
the highest goal of education, and
the present ecological crisis, its
causes and proposed solutions.
Professor Alan M. Fink, on
October 28, will present a third
lecture to the Forum. Professor
Fink intends to treat the subject of
"Behavioral Psychology and
Man's Search for Meaning: What
Controls the Angels?" Dominant in
this lecture will be the question of
"what contribution can concepts
like reward and punishment, social
approval, and observational
learning make in our attempts to
achieve a sense of meaning and
wholeness in life?"
"Psychotherapy in the Seventies: New Directions Toward
Personal Integration" will be the
bent of Professor Randolph M.
Lee's Nov. 4 talk. The seventies are
witnessing a movement toward
new forms of introspectionsensitivity training, encounter,
transcendental
meditation,
movement therapy, and gestalt
therapy to name a few. Prof. Lee
asks: What do people now seek
from psychotherapy and other
ways of finding • personal
wholeness, and are these new
directions representatives of
fleeting fads or reflections of
substantive social change?

Although a large number of
senators supported loosened
marijuana penalties, Stroup said,
actively pursuing a marijuana
reform bill is not a high priority for
most.
One important condition must be
met, emphasized Stroup, if the
drive for marijuana reform is to
succeed. "We need the support of a
couple of major conservative
senators, someone like Barry
Goldwater of James Buckley."
Up to this time, conservative
senators have strongly opposed
marijuana reform. Senator James
Eastland (D-MS) warned of a
"marijuana-hashish epidemic" in
a report of the US Senate. Subcommittee on Internal Security.
But some intellectual conservatives, such as columnists
William F. Buckley and James J.

Each of the presentations will be
followed by a question period and
an
informal
coffee.
The
registration fee is twelve dollars
for the series, and if tickets are
available, they will be sold at the
door for three dollars. Student
tickets are six dollars for the series
and one-fifty for an individual
ticket. Those wishing to purchase
tickets for the series of lectures
should send checks (made payable
to: The Trustees of Trinity
College) to Mrs. Thomas A. Smith*
1160 Prospect Avenue, Hartford,
Connecticut, 06105.

Decriminalization efforts are
alive in the District of Columbia
and Minnesota, and Stroup of
NORML expressed hope about
both those states. Support for
decriminalization has also been
building in such esteemed
organizations as the National Bar
Association and the Governing
Board of the American Medical
Association.
The trend, slowly but steadily, is
towards a more lenient approach
to pot. It has been estimated that
18% of the population has tried pot
at least once.

While Los Angeles Police Chief
Edward Davis warns of a massive
Kilpatrick, have come out in favor outbreak of crime if pot laws are
proponents
of
of lesser pot penalties. Kilpatrick, loosened,
in fact, asserts that the decriminalization argue that police
decriminalization of marijuana will be freed to pursue more
"precisely accords with con- serious crime, and that the courts
servative thinking," and holds that will be less clogged. Legislators
this view towards marijuana such as Sen. Birch Bayh (D—IN)
are complaining about the 400,000
pot arrests each year, costing $600.
million in tax money, wlule at the
same time serious crime has risen
by 17%, according to FBI figures.
. But the move towards more
liberal marijuana laws is by no
means an avalanche. A recent
survey by the private, independent
Drug Abuse Council reported that
40% of American adults would like
. to see tougher penalties for sale
and possession of small amounts of
the drug, while 39% want the laws
relaxed.
•.

The topic of the November 11
talk by Professor John A. Gettier
will be "The Search for Authority
Amid Religious
Ferment."
Religious security in contemporary America has been.
undercut by scientific and social
developments. Because of the
Judeo-Christian tradition of our
country, this uncertainty is
reflected in the attitudes which
many people have about the Bible.
A survey of modern biblical interpretation is, therefore, instructive on the problems which
arise when one would take
seriously religious belief and social
change.
The final Town-Gown lecture,
"The Loss, Recovery, and
Renewal of Trancendence in
Contemporary
American
Religion," will be presented on
November 18 by Professor Frank
G. Kirkpatrick. Religious people
came to grips with America's loss
of innocence in the early sixties by
forsaking traditional religious
authorities and by rooting themselves in the secular world.
Religious transcendence arose
from the ashes of social revolt in
the early seventies and new forms
of transcendence are now
emerging as contenders for
religious authority in America.

should be part of a larger
reassessment of conservative
attitudes toward such crimes of
individual behavior as homosexual
relationships and gambling.

And though other states are
preparing legislation along the
lines of the five states that
decriminalized marijuana this
summer, ten states have recently
killed similar measures. At least
one state has gone further than
that: in Indiana, such paraphernalia as roach clips and hash pipes
have been outlawed—though
papers were overlooked.

How To Be Safe
And Sound On Campus
ByJohnCryan
The crime rate is rising today
with those crimes against both
persons and property occurring
with greater frequency than ever
before. By calling shoplifting
"ripping off", it has transformed
from an illegal activity to a new
national sport, its popularity
seems secondary only to yo-yo's
and the hula hoop. Security is
becoming harder and more expensive to attain with each passing
year.
Not so here at Trinity, where for
the past nine years campus
security has been the charge of
Alfred A. Garafolo, a former police
officer and the Director of Security
at Trinity College.

Until then, the school had functioned without a true security
director. The Assistant Dean of
Students served in this capacity
while the actual patrolling was
done by a commercial organization
resembling the Pinker ton agency.
Mr. Garafolo maintained that he
All Americans can now travel all could do better by using the
of America for $76 on Greyhound's i school's own men and equipment,
and doing things his own way.
new seven-day Ameripass..

Go Greyhound

College security delivered letters
At a news conference on Sept. 8, to incoming students, offering
Charles
D. , Kirkpatrick, statistics about crimes on campus
Greyhound vice president-sales, as well as suggestions they cbuld
said that a new seven-day follow to improve matters.
unlimited travel ticket was now on
sale. The new plan has all the basic "We arranged with Buildings and
features of Greyhound's other Grounds to set up four different
Ameripasses, but offers a great locks for demonstration (We had
opportunity for unlimited travel at them chained down so they
even lower cost than ever before. wouldn't be taken). Then we had

teachers and students look at them
and rate them . . . But the figures
were something like 24% for one
lock, 27% for the next, 23 and 26%
for the third and fourth... What do
you do with figures like that?
Which lock do you choose?"
One of the most fundamental
devices to deal with crime has
always been a lock. In 1966, in
response to a large number of
thefts from students' rooms,
Garafolo looked into the possibility
of changing locks used at Trinity.
At first, Garafolo said, this met
with some disapproval, as some
people felt this could scare away
prospective students. But he
maintained that "We won't teE
that it's a sanctuary here, that
there's no crime here, because it
isn't true." He is mostly concerned
with helping the students cope with
what ^crimes might occur.
There was one lock not on
display, however, which Garafolo
had read about. As none of the four
displayed were favored by much
more than a quarter of the school,
he decided to try this fifth lock in
two dorms, Jones and Ogilby, and
see if they were practical for the
whole school.
The year before these jocks were
installed there had been 202 thefts
from dormitories, From 1970-.71,
with only two dorms using the lock,
only 129 dorm thefts ocurred. Installing the locks in North Campus,
Elton and Highrise the next year

brought the total dorm thefts to 68
for the '71-72 school year. Now,
with 90% of the school using this
lock, dorm thefts were reduced to
26 last year. "But", Garafolo adds, "of those 26 only 3 were forced
entries; the others all had left their doors or window unlocked . . .
That's why we put all these signs
up, why we tell to lock their doors
even if they're just going down the
hall to talk. The best lock in the
world is no good if you don't use
it."
Who is doing the stealing?
Garafolo answers, "Not all the
thefts are by outsiders, we've got
students ripping students off,
which is a hell of a thing to have to
admit . . .The way it works, the
M.O., is this: you come back from
the bookstore with thirty bucks in
your wallet, and you put it in the
top left drawer of your desk . . .
Three days later you take it out,
and your thirty bucks is gone,
nothing else is touched, . . . that's
got to be a student, someone who
knows you and where you keep
your money . . . That's why we tell
students to get a checking account,
don't carry a lot of money." Once
something is taken, however, how
do you get it back? That's the idea
behind Operation Identification
and Operation, BIKE. "If we
recover something, we can't turn it
over to the victim unless be can
(Continued on page 7)

Ubiquitous Uniforms
heard, as, say, Follett's Trinity College Bookstore (yet
another popular example...).
We applaud career counseling's decision to move the
Marine recruiting team out of Mather Hall. It had no place
in there to begin with, such special treatment reeks of
favouritism and indeed violates such tenuous moral
precepts as parity under the law for both civilian and
military. The military does not belong in Mather - andthat,
by the way, includes the mailboxes. There is no acceptable
rationale for the stuffing of student mailboxes; there are
legal precedents for avoiding objectionable literature.
We, then, of the Tripod feel that as long as the Marines
are not in Mather Hall, they have as much right to be
heard as you or I do. This attitude is not an endorsement of
the military activities of the Marine, but reflects respect
for the individuals who are expounding their point of view.

Look out - we have an issue. During the weekend we all
found notices from the Marine Corps, (who builds men sorry about that two) extolling the virtues of uniformed
existence. Excitement, adventure - foreign land, new
people, new experiences (when was the last time you
aimed a gun at anyone?) - all these and more are available
to the young man or woman who signs up with the U.S.
Marine Corps.
,
.
The issue at this point seems to be whether the Marine
Corps has a right to recruit on campus. An equivalent
question, I feel, is to ask whether or not such groups as
ITT, Dupont, IBM, and the Multifarious oil corporations
have the right to recruit on campus. It is the responsibility
of the "liberated arts" education to maintain an open mind
towards all points of view. Therefore, and particularly
considering the tight job market today, we feel these
Established Congeomerates have as much right to be

Letters
'marines'
To the editor:
I am aghast at the recent
distribution of Marine Corps
recruitment literature to all—(I
assume)—male Trinity students.
The pamphlet opens with a phallic
invitation (sure, the Marines will
make a MAN out of you) to great
adventures. Then we open it up to
some pictures of the Marines in
action. Two of these struck me as
particularly revealing of the
mentality of armed forces .here in
America, In one picture, we are
assured that the Marines .deliver
"One Good Deal After Another"; A
good deal for whom, wemight ask;
the
Indochinese?
Another
photograph shows four Marines
grouped around an Oriental
woman. The male/female rape and
plunder • overtones are staggering
in light of our recent experience in
Vietnam. It brings" vividly to mind
the scene ;from the movie Hearts

and Minds where tne two young
American soldiers are fucking the
prostitutes in Saigon, saying all the
while, "If only my girl back home
could see me now . , ."
We have attempted* to develop
here in America a sense of amnesia concerning Indochina. We
haVe returned to the days where
the Marines recruit openly on
college campuses. I think we show
a poor appreciation of recent
history if we let this happen at
Trinity without a whimper
PeterJessop'76
To the Editor:
Like it or don't, considerable
store is set by defining academic
quality using college board scores
as the measure.
So, the correct verbal aptitude
average for our freshman class is
not 540 as reported in issue 1 of the
Tripod but is 570.
Thank you,
Howie Muir
Office of Admissions

Managing Editor
Wenda Harris

How I love to hear him talk! Ma,
it's not that Imind feeding him, for
the electronic jungle is one helluva
circus. When I first bought him I
didn't realize that a plastic pet
could cost so much. I thought of
writing to Ann Landers about this
dilemma, but decided to write
directly to you.
ON THE LINE
(With Snetone)

open meeting this very Tuesday
(today) in Alumni Lounge at 5 p.m.
We will be planning the annual
Women in the Arts Week as well as
new and innovative programs such
as auto mechanics and assertiveness training. We will also
continue our efforts to improve the
gynocological services at Trinity.
TWO was created by and for
Trinity women, and this function is
one that we view as paramount and
would like to perpetuate. For all
who have participated in activities
in the past, TWO has been a vehicle
for both learning and sharing of
ourselves as women. This is, then,
an open invitation for anyone to
come join us. TWO can only be a
woman's organization if the
Trinity women help shape it.
Tricia Blake
Judy Lederer
coordinators TWO
* Blazing Saddles

'seeks letters'
Dear Editor:
My name is Ervin A. Brewer. I
am a black male incarcerated in
Somers State Prison. I would like
to correspond with some of the
females which go to Trinity
College. I am an optimistic person
and I am always willing to share
myself with anyone, no matter

what their interests may be. I am
24 years old and six feet, three
inches and medium build. In prison
I am somewhat a loner, which can
be very beneficial at times. I have
very few outside ties and contacts.
I am from the Hartford area. I
promise to answer any and all
letters. If you print this in your
student paper you would make one
person (me) very happy.
Thank you,
SKrvinA. Brewer

(Ed. note: Mr. BreU>^>\ miati^ha.
readied at the fnlluwitiR addiess:
Mr. Ervin Brewer 1)60894
Box 100
Sammers, Conn. 06071
The Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 24,
issue 3, September 23, 1975. The
TRIPOD is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
during the academic year.
Student subscriptions are included in the student activities
tec; other subscriptions urn
$12.00 per year. The TRIPOD is
printed by the Palmer Journal
Register, Palmer, Mass., and
published at Trinity Cciilrin1.
Hartford, Conn. OAJOA. Sua.'int
class postage p.ncl at Hi)rtfi>nf,
Connecticut, under the Act uf
March 3, 1879. Acivertisimj rcitos
are 51.80 pur column Inch, $33,
per quarter p«nie, $62. per half
page, and S120 for .< full.pace ad.
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When the Snetone was first attached, the bill immediately began
to grow on me. When I picked it
up at the FAC pet store, I thought
that they could " have at least
delivered the bastard to my door
and plugged it in themselves.

To the Editor:
"Nietsche says that out of chaos
comes order."* Therefore it is only
logical that TWO is having its first
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Dear Ma Bell,
The kids are getting restless.
We plugged in the monster
yesterday, and it costs so damn
much to feed it. It has a leash that
stretches to every corner and a
ding-a-ling that drives me crazy.

'two'
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Barnes Essey
RoxanneMcKee
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T. Kim Jonas
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Humphrey's Last Stand?
By Steve Batson
Hubert Horatio Humphrey is up
to his old tricks again. Every four,
years since 1956, Humphrey has
attempted to clinch a spot on the
national Democratic ticket. Two
questions remain concerning the
future of Humphrey's participation
in the upcoming Presidential race.
First, will the Senator from
Minnesota really seek his party's
nomination? As sure as gas prices
will continue to rise, the ebullient
Midwesterner will enter the
contest. As he, himself, stated, "I
haven't tossed in the towel." It is
reported that'he is telling friends
he might enter the California
primary. He would hope to score a
respectable showing, for this would
strengthen his position as a
compromise candidate. Hubert
wants the Presidency, and realizes
his time is running out after 20
years on the circuit.
Second, what are the chances of
the 64-year-old Senator winning hL«
party's nomination? With the list of
Democratic contenders growing
constantly, the choice of a com-

promise candidate is becoming
more and more a possibility.
Another point in favor' of Humphrey is his high ranking in voter
recognition.
Most
other
Democratic candidates are having
trouble financing campaigns! and
drawing crowds because of lack of
familiarity.
Two major candidates, as of now
undeclared, will also have an effect
on Humphrey's chances. George
Wallace is a cinch to jump on the
bandwagon. If he comes to the
convention with a substantial
number of voles, he might bo able
to maneuver himself '•> a
nomination. More likely. ho\u-v«>r,
is that a majority of "Democrats
would unify behind one candidate
in the later rounds of the ballr.u
Humphrey could very easily
that candidate.

Humphrey has been a i>ar*y
regular for three decades. He is
consistent, established, a'id1
respected by nuts! I )emfn.Tnt;-\ Hi
has a recognizable face, duralil'1
rhetoric, and boundless energy.
KM" I he (nvsen! h" would do'vcl1
to hit b a c k a w l \ i f . v i l i t - s i t u a t i K i 1 ;iv>
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Marine Recruitment: Do We Remember?
On September 29, the United States Marine Corps
returns to the Trinity Campus. As if nothing had ever
happened in Vietnam, the American military persists in
trying to enlist its younger citizens to serve as instruments
of oppression and death.
A little over five years ago, United States Marines invaded Cambodia-do we remember? It was less than seven
years ago that thousands died in a battle known as
Hamburger Hill-some of us saw pictures on the TV set.
During summer vacation in elementary school-ten years
ago, we heard about the battle of the la Drang Valley; yet
that sound has been blocked out. Do we have to ask our
parents or elders to know that Premier Diem was
assassinated in 1963? Or do we have to look up in a book
that Marines landed on the shores of Lebanon in 1958? Not
to ention the Bay of Pigs in 1961? or the Dominican
Republic in 1965? May be our memory is too short.
We can look at these events and flippantly attribute the
causes to corrupt politicians, basic injustices in economic
systems, and super secret organizations, but can we do
something about preventing history from repeating itself?
In our liberal arts college, we can learn about and
analyze the questions before us. However, it seems that we

have a tendency to lose ourselves in such intellectual
processes. Clearly, the college does not exist as a haven for
analysis that has no connections to the world around us. If
this was the case then the Marines would not be here, for
they-by wanting to come here-recognize the political
potential of an educated person. Given this potential, it
follows that it should be ours to act upon.
We, as an institution and community of individuals,
must take a stand. The same organization that has shed
blood all over the world will enter our community in attempt to take away our potential as individuals and a
group. Thus, the necessity for action becomes clear.
Some may argue that preventing the Marines from
recruiting violates the right of free speech and other individual freedoms. But when put in the context of the
Marines being the agents of those who support fascist
dictatorships, of those who declare war in order to contain
a different idea of structuring society, and of those who
spend billions of our money for arms that can coerce
people into agreement, one sees that it is the Marines who
violate free speech and human rights.
Support the sit-in on Monday September 29!!!!

College's Neutrality: Does It Have a Place
By Mitch Karlan
Next Monday, the students and
faculty of Trinity College are invited to take part in a non-violent
sit-in in the Career Counseling
Office in order to prevent
representatives of the Marine
Corps from recruiting or
distributing information. Based on
some of the reaction to last year's
silent vigil, a few of the criticisms
of this year's event may be anticipated. I should like to answer
some of them briefly.
The first centers around the
institutional neutrality of a
university. Advocates of this
position claim that the college
exists as a haven for the free expression of all ideas. The implicit
assumption of this line of reasoning
is that the institution itself is
somehow suspended aloft, and not
related to the society it stems
from. The call for "disinterested
scholarship" ignores the overwhelming fact that there are
powerful interests already at work
in the academy. Established
political power, corporate wealth
(rarely as close at hand as here in
the Insurance City) and the entrenched educational bureaucracy

all assert their narrow interests in
every policy decision the college
makes. Moreover, this, alleged
neutrality obfuscates the reality
that Trinity College is an integral
part of the power elite in the United
States-feeding the sons and
daughters of the upper crust into
the high ranking management
needs of the owners of capital; and
providing them with highly trained
technicians in the sciences who
may develop faster assembly lines
and more efficient napalm. The
administration of the College can
no more be truly neutral in the
matter of the Marines than it could
offer free tuition. Which is
precisely why we, as students and
citizens, must bring our voices to
the fore front. The time to abandon
specialized,
compartmentalized
study is long overdue. The time to
reunite the learning of skills with
the preservation of human values
is long overdue. There is no
question of a "disinterested
university," only a question about
what kinds of interests the
university will serve.
A second objection to the sit-in
follows much the same line, only on

a more personalized level. From
the time someone convinced us
that we were intellectuals, we have
been urged to remain highly objective and rational, always
avoiding emotionalism, or bias.
This type of scholarship has
manifested itself in the Vietnam
War, Watergate, the CIA and FBI
abuses and decade upon decade of
racism, sexism and imperialist
plunder. If ever there were a time
for the Best and the Brightest to
awaken to their role as members of
the human community, it is now.
Finally, there is the oft cited
complaint of "what if everybody
did that?" This question has been
with most of us since we were born.
It was asked of us when we talked
out loud in a boring Fourth Grade
classroom, when we stole a candy
bar from the supermarket, and
when we once mentioned that it
might be nice not to ever have to
work at a repetitious, unrewarding
job. Now it is being asked in
relation to the alleged suppression
of free speech and assembly. Once
again, this complaint misfocuses
attention, for it is precisely the
military and financial forces in the

U.S. who have systematically
ignored and destroyed any semblance of civil liberties which once
existed in America.
When a draftee refused induction, the State employed
violence in the form of prison to
punish him. When an indigenous
population attempts to supplant a
puppet regime with a revoluntionary administration, the
Marines and other branches of the
State (including CIA in its dozens
of disguises) inflict violence on
them. Perhaps this violence will be
mild: a military coup followed by a
period of harshly oppressive
martial law such as in Chile. Other
times it is more dramatic: the
Marine landing in the Dominican
Republic or the abortive Bay of
Pigs invasion. And, when these
halfway measures fail, the full
blunt of the power of the ruling
elite is unleashed in genocidal
warfare. There is nothing so
esoteric or abstract as a pure "free
speech" issue involved. Armed
force need not engage in eloquent
persuasion, nor does it yield to it.
The matter'of "free assembly" is
an anachronism. Assembly was a

manner of propagating political
beliefs in the Eighteenth century,
when newspapers were the only
forms of mass communications,
and these were inexpensive to
operate thereby enabling anyone to
start one. As electronic media
developed, the soapbox became
obsolete for any except those who
Jacked financial backing-i.e; the
entire working class. Just as the
free market idea of capitalism
became obsolete with the growth of
oligopolies, the free market place
for ideas ceased to exist when the
nation became split into the active
creators of information, and the
passive receivers. As members of
that second group, we need not
worry about the Marines ability to
get their ideas across, the entire
legitimization process from
Kindergarten on up is on their side.
All members of the Trinity
community (students, faculty,
administrators and employees)
are urged to sit-in on Monday, the
29th, at the Career Counciling
office from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Mitch Karian'76
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By Alan Golanski
We've been sniffing despair, skin
popping conservatism, and
mainlining introverted apathy.
The corporate pushers and their
ideological lickspittles, who
control our education, survive by
maintaining these stifling and
destructive addictions. Years of
indoctrination and powerlessness
have induced us to accept the myth
that their hypodermic institutions
are eternal, that our daily injection
of lies and conditioning is
inevitable, and that they are infinitely neutral. They are not.
The controllers need us to
privitize our aspirations. They
need us to passively get through
the processes they set up. When we
step back, question, protest, resist,
revolt, they expel us, attack us,
and, if necessary, kill us. We have
seen them in action at Jackson
. State, Kent State, Attica, Newark .
. . Remember Sharpesville"? We

Destroy the Pusher

Occasionally we do joypop an deal with the root causes of our mythology. We must unite. We
were not ideological junkies then.
must fight the powers that be for
The junkie unites with no one. activism which makes us feel good, problems.
What then, must we do? We must control of our lives, of all decisions
The junkie looks out for herself. makes us feel human and real. But
and policies that affect us. We
Without unity we are destined to this activism usually centers discover reality amid illusion. We must fight for total democracy. We
must
detoxify.
We
must
withdraw
helplessly pick at the rotting around one specific issue, and
must destroy the pusher, We can
carcass of American capitalism usually resists linkage with other cold turkey, if necessary, from all win.
our
addictions
to
capitalist
issues.
Consequently
we
do
not
(my next article will be about
"food") for jobs, for decent lives,
for security. The number of job
openings for college graduates has
been declining each year. Job
openings decreased by 18 percent
for the last throng of graduates.
During the 1970's, one-third of all
male college graduates, and twothirds of the women had to take
jobs in fields unrelated to their
By Ophelia J. Sniggerhorn
own. If you' consider yourself a
Why
I Continue To Eat There security guard's back pocket), I sidering the courtesy of allowing
future member of the elite crust,
an "after" pose on the opposite
you, for a change, might be limited Anyway is because I hate the also realize that my friends don't me
lingering smell of last night's want a Saga meal ticket (and the side of the card.
to pie in the sky.
What has Saga to gain? Plenty.
dinner, in my Wheaton single, security guard uses it to wipe his
The situation will worsen. The when I wake up the morning after, mouth after Bess Eaton's). Fur- Let me explain. Before I go to a
corporation nation and its in- and, because without Saga (and thermore, I just don't think Saga is meal, I check my pocket to make
stitutional lackeys will shoot us up without a kitchen in my room) I capable of understanding all the sure I have my meal ticket. From
with more of their dope.
would probably end up eating only grief I've gone through over my ID now on instead of seeing a faceless
Burry's Chocolate Chocolate Chip card.
number, I will see "that picture". I
Cookies or Sara Lee's Devel Food
Granted, ID pictures are not will be left with two choices a) I
Cake, while conversing with the supposed to be complimentary. If will lose my appetite, immediately
chocolate chips, the vanilla icing, an ID picture is complimentary, and decide not to eat or b) I will cut
or an oceassional Ritz cracker.
the entire value of the card is into line, as usual about midway up
Why I Hate Saga is a bit more negated because a) it makes it too the Austin Arts Center Hill, almost
complicated. I could say that I hate easy for the bouncer to identify the reach the checker, realize that a
By Arthur Robinson
professor, on account of a course Saga because I am strictly a pizza card-bearer and b) even a bouncer checker, like a bouncer, needs to
Terces Clusleuth, the renowned evaluation this student made, or a and ice cream woman. And that needs as many good laughs as be kept laughing, my mind will
detective, and Hem F. Trebor, his janitor, on account of the condition I've only tasted something similar possible.
imagine the checker's mocking
partner, were examining a dor- the student left the hall in—the to Saga pizza once before, eight
My first response to my ID card laughter and I will run for the
mitory room on the third floor of court would bring that in as years ago, at Shappy's Ice Cream was 'No, That Can't Be Me.' To closest Mather exist. In either case
Jarvis, while the dean of students, justified homicide—or a dorm- Parlour in Wurtsboro, New York.
Mr. Honalds, a worried-looking mate, who wanted to steal his (Shappy's has since gone out of
man, hovered in the background. notes, or vacate this room so he business.)
The two sleuths had been called could store some stuff here, or
down to Trinity from Boston to because the late student played his
Ice Cream is another matter,
solve a case which had baffled the stereo too late."
altogether. At least Shappy's knew
TRINITY
F.B.I,, the police, and the Trinity
"Perhaps the dead boy's pockets what to do with their ice creamsecurity guards. The student who hold a key," suggested Trebor. they kept it cold. Saga, however,
had lived in this room had also died They did—the key to his linen- believes in serving maraschino
in it the night before, and his death locker, as well as his I.D. card, his cherry ice cream soup, lukewarm
was a mystery second only to that meal ticket, his driver's license, and in a saladbowl.
FALL SEMESTER
of how Lhree men could fit in a some laundry tickets, an innocentAnd I could say that I hate Saga
Jarvis single.
looking aspirin tablet, some used because of the lunch line. Being a
"It is believed," explained Mr. Kleenex, $13.84 in loose' cash, etc., New Yorker I, more or less, know
'
• • •
• ••
Ronalds, "that the late student was etc..what to do about lines. I pretend
PRINT NAMTT
poisoned. There were no signs of
Clusleuth looked at this pile. "So that I am leaving the subway,
violence on his body, which has that's it," he said. The others . heading for my rush hour Grand
been removed for an autopsy, and gazed at him, amazed. "Ah, here's Central Station commuter train,
furthermore this room was locked the guy with the post-mortem taking long, quick, jumping steps
on the inside, both by the window report," Terces continued. "I can because one does not run for one's which my subconscious admitted, the result is the same; I don't eat
and the door."
check out my theory."
train, (or for one's lunch) and then 'At least they put the zit in the right and Saga makes more money.
Now, let me say that it is not only
"Of course," Clusleuth smiled,
"I hope you can locate the I push, an elbow here, foot there place.' To which my conscious
"not being a greL't detective, you criminal.
It's a terrible and I manage better then most. replied, 'Well, yes, but what did Saga that will profit from my
would think so; you were meant to,' case—those incompletes won't look What I have a hard time dealing they do to my nose, my eyes, my inability to eat Mather Hall meals.
I believe. But, not being a great good on the late student's record," with is the dish line, Why, in order teeth, my lips? They took away all ABC will profit, Friendly's will
detective, you would call for one, observed Mr. - Ronalds gloomily. to avoid the dish line I have seen of my freckles and turned my profit, Trinity Pizza will profit, as
right'?"
"Besides, his family is really cut people in the food line hold out their outdoorsy complexion into a will Franklin Grinder. Stop and
• hands and tell the server, "Skip the translucent white-blue glaze." Shop, Sara Lee, Burry and Ritz. I
up."
"No," said Mr. Ronalds, "the
After visiting the dermatologist, believe there's a conspiracy. Just
college budget for the inspection of
"So is he," said Clusleuth in- plate, just put it in my palm."
I had my mother's hairdresser cut last night I said to my chocolate
murders of students is low, so I differently, looking at the autopsy
my hair so as to cover as much of chip cookie, 'Why are they doing
Why I really hate Saga is their
called for you two. Anyway, this analysis. "Exactly as I exstudent always locked his room at pected—I can close this case," he plan to put my ID card picture on my face as possible. It has taken this to me?' To which my cookie
me three years to find enough replied, 'Economics, my dear.' 'F~
night, and no one had the com- said, and did so, first putting his my meal ticket. Really, this is just
courage to partially get rid of my Economies,' I said and ate the
bination except for him and the fingerprint dust and magnifying too much. Although I realize Saga
is only doing this to make sure I. bangs. And now, Saga insists on cookie.
- dean of housing, whom I trust glass in it.
printing this "before" shot on my
implicitly. Nobody could have
Trebor read the report and don't "lend" my meal ticket to a
(Next Week: The Night They
gotten in here."
smote himself on the forehead. "friend" (more likely stick it in a meal ticket without even con- Made Dinner And Nobody Came)
"How about the window?" asked "What a dolt I've been!" he exTrebor, joining the discussion.
claimed. "The clue was right
"It's locked from the inside, as under my very nose!"
you can see," was the reply.
"Was it poison?" inquired Mr,
"True, it is now," said Trebor, Ronalds.
~
''but how do you know it was
"The most effective poison I
then?" He paused to let this sink in, kntiw of," said Clusleuth. "Mather
as all detectives do. "The mur- food. Alimentary, my dear Trebor,
effort to keep this program alive,
derer could have entered by the No wonder he's dead. I suppose he Dear Editor:
and better yet, attend the next Freed from pressure scholastic
window, locked it behind himself, was a freshman—nobody else
reading.
about,
A
most
beneficial
and
unique
done the foul deed, then left by way would try it. Good day, Mr. facet of the Trinity Community is
Respectfully yours, We'd be fresher, and could still
of the door, locking it from the Ronalds," he said. "Feel free to
Bill Engel make out;
outside, which would appear the " call us any time a Trinity student the innovative yet, unfortunately,
They ban animals, yet
overlooked program of Poetry
same as locking it from the in- meets a mysterious death."
Those who get there still pet
Reading.
This
off-shoot
of
the
side."
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity.
Review
held
its
first
reading
last
"Of course!" exclaimed Mr
Friday night. The creativity exRonalds. "Then that's how he was
We shall not any more on pot get
pressed, the candor which poets
killed!"
high
interpreted
their
works,
the
lax
"On the contrary," said Trebor,
ambiance,
and
the
mutual
parWhile
a drugs counselor goes
On
page
9
of
the
Trinity
Hand"that's the one way we can be sure
Starting in the next.issue of the
he wasn't killed. This method Tripod, a new column entitled The ticipation and interest manifest book is an alleged poem entitled strolling by;
He observes, but ne'er heeds,
would have been so clever and Wizzard will be printed. The this effort as a worthwhile and 'Neath the Elms," written a
Though discussions he leads
foolproof, a detective could spot it Wizzard will appear weekly to desirous function. Ideally, there century ago about the sorrows of
at once. We were meant to think he answer all questions you may have will be other such readings. Such a leaving Trinity and its quad life To On the grass of our old Trinitie.
had been killed that way, I believe. on life, problems, your college program can be a vital stimulus to bring this poem up to date, and to
This proves conclusively that the relationships, or whatever else is those people with aesthetic and give entering freshmen a better Although now wo'vu gotter leave
student was killed by poison ad- on your mind. Submit your literary talents or interests. The idea of what campus life is like you,
ministered earlier, and the way in querries to the Trinity Tripod perpetuation of this inspirational here, I propose a slight revision of Alma mater, which will grieve you,
Still we alwa\si will porceive you
which this room could have been (P.O. Box mo) or drop them at the diversion will help Trinity to said poem to the following;
infiltrated is just a red herring, Tripod office, in Seabury The maintain its unique and varied
when w f n ' g W ,
which would provide an alibi for Wizzard will gladly offer advice on programs. Those which strive to When we were there, what peace
And a whose »n»w squad
the malefactor."
Of masy /reshnu-n on tht1 quad
anything you always wanted to supplement our educational carefree!
pursuits
also
provides
us
with
"The question," said Clusleuth, know about anything. Truthfully,
Will carry un enjoyment, unity, and learning Ah, calm, fresh air's serenity!
"is, who wished to have the victim Hie Wiz.
Good
God, how they'll wtrry on! w
!ia
through participation and ex«.f » ne'er breathe thai air.
out of the way? Perhaps a
perience. Let's make a sincere
While the stereos blare
'"--'\ the elms of «Hir tM trinity'Neath the elms of our old Trinity
Arthur B«W»»*
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HKJbuf continue to eat there anyway
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Sem:Most Exciting Class
By Steve Popkin
One of the first things a freshman does after arriving at Trinity
is to report to his freshman
seminar. The seminar is potentially one of the most exciting
classes a student will take all year,
according to the information a
freshman has received over the
summer.
Unfortunately, it could also be
one of the most dissappointing.
Just how rewarding an experience
it will be, depends a great deal on
the goals the course instructor sets
for himself and his class.
The goals must depend, in part,
on the nature of the individual
class. Obviously, the primary
objectives of Fascism, Italian
Style, will differ from those of
Sport in Literature. However, all
freshman seminars share one
basic idea; to help incoming
students adjust to life at Trinity.
Towards this end, the seminar's
instructor, who serves as his
students' academic advisor,
should also encourage class interaction. Because of the small
class size, and the fact that the first
class meeting occurs the day after
school opens, the new students
may begin many friendships in his
seminar. To help the freshman
become acquainted with one
another as quickly as possible, the

class should be discussionoriented, not a straight lecture
course.
Courtesy to this notion, many of
these "seminars" are run as
regular classes. The instructor
gives reading assignments, lectures, and tests. The students have
too few discussions and their
contribution is limited. What could
have been an unique and interesting experience is transformed into merely a fourth or
fifth class. This happens in several
seminars despite the fact that
Milla Riggio, the freshman
seminar coordinator, in one of
several communications with the
freshman seminar instructors
stated that, "there is a strong
preference (among students) for
discussion over lecture, and for
teachers who guide rather than
dominate discussion." Riggio goes
on to say that "what is important is
that each instructor take the freshman seminar responsibility
seriously; that each instructor
agree to participate in this
program only if it can be done
enthusiastically."
There are many courses that are
(taught "enthusiastically," and the
students te,nd to respond most
favorably to these classes. An
program itself. 25 of these came

Communication. (I'm biased, it's
my seminar). Despite its heavy
workload, 2 books, 3 speeches and 2
field trips in three weeks, it is
extremely well liked by all the
students enrolled. Much has been
accomplished on both scholastic
and social levels. After only the
second meeting, every one in the
class knew the name and a bit of
the background of everyone else.
This is mainly because Prof.
McKee took the time to make sure
everyone became acquainted. This
familiarity with fellow classmates
makes it much easier to contribute
to discussions.
Every year Prof. Riggio conducts a survey of the freshman in
seminars. The results of the '74-'75
survey were encouraging, with
almost
every
department
receiving better comments than in
previous years. 82% of the '74-'75
freshman were satisfied with their
seimnar's progress as opposed to
77% of the '73-'74 freshman class.
Only 18% of last year's freshman
would have preferred to take a
regular course instead of their
seminar. Pour years ago the figure
was 29%.
Last year, for the first time, the
survey asked for comments on the
value of Trinity's freshman

Title IX'S Rights Guaranteed
- For Now
(CPS)--Women's groups and
lobbies heaved sighs of relief as the
final version of the controversial
Title IX regulations cleared
Congress this summer, but their
victory may be short-lived.
Although the July 21 deadline for
disapproving theDepartment of
Health, Education and Welfare's
(HEW) enforcement policies
passed without congressional
action, bills designed to weaken the
original Title IX law are still
pending.
It took HEW three years to
devise enforcement regulations for
Title IX of the Educational
Amendments of 1972 which banned
sex bias in any "educational
program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance."
The final, amended version of
the enforcement regulations was
signed by President Ford late in
May
and
released
for
congressional action in June.
Congress then had 45 days to send
the regulations back to HEW if
they seemed inconsistent with the
original 1972 law. Since Congress
failed to take action by July 21, the
regulations automatically went

revenue-producing .intercollegiate
into effect.
Title IX foes in Congress did sports and physical education
their best to prevent some of the classes because, he said, his
regulations from becoming law, constituents were worried about
especially those relating to in- boys and girls sharing locker
tercollegiate athletics and physical rooms. O'Hara's bill was sent back
education
classes.
HEW's to committee before the July 21
guidelines require secondary and deadline passed and is subject to
post-secondary schools receiving Congressional review.
any federal funds to offer equal
The fiercest battle to keep the
opportunity for women to par- Title IX regulations strong and
ticipate in inter-collegiate sports. effective is now raging between
Within the three-year grace period, women's groups and HEW. At the
the 2700 colleges and universities same time HEW sent the final
affected by Title IX must integrate regulations to Congress, it
all physical education classes published a new "procedural
except for those in contact sports. regulation" in which it proposed to
stop investigating individual
Several attacks on HEW's en- complaints entirely and instead
forcement policies took place prior concentrate its efforts on pursuing
to the July 21 deadline but were what it calls broad-based "pattern
beaten back by the lobbying efforts and practice" discrimination.
of several women's groups.
Although HEW's regulations are
Congressional observers called the now the law, Title IX is not inwomen's lobbying a classic vincible. Congress still has the
"saturation" effort.
power to amend the original law if
Although Congress can no longer they believe it has been interpreted
disapprove
of
the
HEW too broadly. For now, women's
regulations, it can still amend the groups are hoping that Title IX will
original Title IX legislation. Rep. be strong enough to withstand the
James G. O'Hara (D-MI) in- opposition until colleges ana
troduced a bill early this summer universities start changing
to limit Title IX's jurisdiction over themselves.

seminar program. Out of the 293
students who answered that
question, only 38 (13%) responded
with negative comments on the
program itself. 25 of these came
from just 5 classes. It seems obvious that these five seminars
must have been lacking in one way

Justice Becomes
An Intern
By Jeanine Figur
"I am here at Trinity, and I want
students to know I am available to
discuss any problem," said Betsy
Justice, an intern counselor in
Trinity's Career Counseling Office.
Justice is a graduate student in
psychology at the University of
Hartford, where she specializes in
clinical practices.
The program requires students
to participate as intern counselors. In addition to her internship
at Trinity, Justice works at U
Hart's Community Clinic and the
Youth Services organization in
East Hartford.
"I like the program because it is
practical and exactly what I
wanted," she said.
Born and raised in Ashville,
North Carolina, Justice attended
the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill where she received a
B.A. in English in 1966. After
graduation, Justice married.
"I had a baby and did all the
typical things that a housewife
does, but then I decided to return to
work."
After working as a secretary and
for a school program at Duke
University^ Justice took graduate

(Continued from page 3)
identify it positively, beyond all found to have an unregistered car,
doubt. That's why we urge you to you are fined $15. "But," Garafolo
register your bicycles, fill out the says, "we're not interested in
Operation Identification forms and getting their money. Twenty-one
return to me to be filed... We have timss in the past 9 years the police
electric engravers here, come and have called about a car with a
borrow one, put your name on your Trinity registration on it found
valuables . . . Security is a matter abandoned in a remote area of
of cooperation, we can't protect town. We can recover it for the
you if you don't want to be student if it's registered, but we
can't run down license plate
protected."
numbers on all the student cars."
What
about
automobile
As things stand today, security
registration and parking? "Any
vehicles to be operated on or near at Trinity is being substantially
campus must be registered by the provided. A new vehicle and new
school. . . This lets us know which radios were bought recently to help
the patrols cover Trinity's new
cars belong and which don't, which
1
land
along Crescent Street. As for
ones are suspicious cars," said
Garfolo. The Security office keeps the actual patrols, while Garafolo
a list of the license numbers of non- is rather reticent about revealing
registered cars seen near the the actual numbers of men
campus; these are the so-called patrolling on campus. He did note
"suspicious cars". A car whose that at no time are there fewer
appearances at Trinity correspond than four security personnel on
to thefts or vandalism can be campus, and the only one with less
traced through Motor Vehicles. than 9 years experience has been
Having to keep track of on the job for the last 4 years.
Garafolo offers advice to help us
unregistered students cars wastes
time and manpower. If you are with our safety. He said, "If you

look in the handbook, you will find
a list of twenty-five rules for
security . . . Everything there is
based on 9 years of experience as
security director, and 27 years
experience as a cop . . . Lock your
doors, don't carry money, pull your
blinds when you change . . .
everything is in here for a reason. I
would like to see people talking
about security, and I'm willing to
talk to any groups that meet at a
reasonable time. . . If you look in
the Guide for Personal Safety, on
the first page you'll see my
favorite quote, Solon, the ancient
law giver of Athens was asked to
name the most essential ingredient
of the ideal community. He replied,
When those who have not been
injured become as indignant as
those who have. To me, this means
don't wait to become a victim
before you become a believer.
Unfortunately, we have people
coming in saying 'Yeah, I left my
door unlocked, but I didn't think it
could happen to me.' Now they're a
statistic, now they believe."

courses in psychology at Chapel
Hill. She also worked as an editoral
assistant for the psycology
department.
Inspired by the clinical practices
program offered by U Hart,
Justice decided to move north.
"I wanted a change...I have
always wanted to visit New
England," she said.
Justice commented that she
finds northerners to be less' open
than southerners, but cited Trinity
as an exception.
"Everyone has been so friendly,
and although I have only been at
Trinity for a few weeks, I really
like it. I'd like to get to know the
people," said Justice.
At this point Justice is hesitant to
generalize about the types of
problems Trinity students face,
however she did say that her initial
visitors have had problems with
loneliness, relationships, and lack
of confidence in their academic
abilities.
Justice will be available to talk
with Trinity students on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and possibly
Friday mornings. Her office is In
Life Sciences, room 204.
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Safe and Sound

or another. In all probability, a lot
could be learned from the comments of the students in those five
classes. They should be studied
and acted on to help insure that the
freshman seminar experience is as
rewarding and valuable an experience as it can be.
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Can you find the hidden Ancient Greeks?
AESCHYLUS
AESOP
ANAXAGQRAS
ARCHIMEDES
ARISTOPHANES
ARISTOTLE
DEMOSTHENES
DIONYSIUS
EPICURUS
EURIPIDES
HERACLITUS
HERODOTUS

HESIOD
HIPPOCRATES
HOMER
PINDAR
PLATO
PLUTARCH
PYTHAGORAS
THEOCRITUS
THUCYDIDES
TIMON
XENOPHON
ZENO

Alexander Nevsky:
A Cinematic Icon
Of a Russian Warrior-Saint
invaders are unmistakable
Sergei JEisentein's Alexander medieval adaptations of the Nazi
Nevsky, to be shown next Monday, steel helment. The unpreparedness
September 29 th at 7 PM in McCook of the Soviet Union to meet the
Auditorium, is without question a Fascist threat in 1938 is strongly
classic of the Soviet cinema. The suggested by the fact that the
film depicts the triumph of Prince Russians have only their superior
Alexander Nevsky, the great spirit and leadership with which to
Russian national hero of the 13th oppose the iron forces of the
century, over the invading enemy. Such obviously pointed
Teutonic Knights in 1232. The epic allusions by Eisenstein might well
culminates in the historic "Battle seem heavy-handed. Yet the said
on the Ice", in which the heavily- truth was that a scant three years
armored German calvary was after the film was released, its
maneuvered by the Russians into scenes of wanton destruction and
charging across the ice of Lake heroic resistance were being acted
Chud, with predictable results.
out in deadly ernest across those
Produced in 1937-1938, Alexander same ancient battlefields of
Nevsky was not simply an western Russia.
historical drama brought to the
screen for the enjoyment of its Alexander Nevsky is often
viewers. It was at once historical regarded as one of the purest
and topical, retrospective and examples of EiSenstein's mature
prophetic. It was intended as a cinemagraphic technique. His
warning to the Soviet people that theories of vertical and horizontal
their security was once again montage are faithfully executed in
threatened by hostile invasion, each scene: figures often appear in
once again from the land of the carefully arranged triptychs, or in
Teutonic Knights. The message is geometric patters or formations
conveyed with stark explicitness: across the screen, in such a
the armor-clad massed formations manner as to produce the greatest
of the medieval Teutonic Knights possible visual impact. There is no
brings to mind the mechanized random movement, no unforces of the Wehrmacht, and the choreographed action. Eisendehumanizing iron masks of the, stem's meticulous attention to

German hoardes clash with the forces of Alexander Nevsky.

MOWSE
-HUM.' T>E
GRIND EVE

detail and arrangement is most
clearly apparent in the battle
scene, in which the white machinelike wedge of the Teutonic horsemen dramatically pierces the
dark and wavering lines of the
humanly frail Russian soldiers,
The fighting which follows may
seem to the casual viewer like a
choatic free-for-all; in reality,
however, each movement was
carefully planned in advance be
Eisenstein as if the scene were a
majestic military ballet. The
addition of Sergei Prokofiev's
magnificant score, which was
subsequently elaborated by the
composer into the Alexander
Nevsky Cantata (Op. 78), gives the
film an almost operatic quality.
This effect is further heightened by
the extremely stylized acting A call to arms! The Russian spirit is captured in a 16th century
techniques employed, theatrical icon.
conventions transposed onto the
screen from the school of theological messages of ex- should not be lulled by the film's
traordinary sophistication and simplicity, stylization and even
Meyerhold.
'The results of Eisenstein's. faith- complexity. "Flatness" and lack contrived quality. Like the ancient
fiisenstein's
fulness to these cinemagraphic of perspective, which in western historical icon,
techniques
and theatrical artistic tradition connotes a cer- creation contained hidden depth
traditions may seem strange, tain primitiveness, in the Russian and perspective visible only to
contrived, and even comical to the context symbolized a depth of those who truly believed, The
modern non-Soviet audience.' The tradition and faith unknown in the film's message was palnfatly**t>nti
tragically clear to those who saw it
style of the film is stubbornly un- dynamic and secularized West.
While religious iconography all in the late 1930's; and its innaturalistic, its characterizations
consistently two-deminsional and but disappeared along with the spirational qualities were again
stereotyped, its action carefully Orhodox Church after the revealed for countless front-line
Revolution, the units of the Red Army when it was
controlled and regimented. The Bolshevik
juxtaposition of all of these iconographic tradition never lost revived and circulated in the thick
qualities in a single film might well its hold on the Russian artistic of the desperate struggle against
seem alien to west viewers, ac- (and political) imagination. The Fascism on the Russian Front,
customed as we; are to the Bolsheviks soon discovered that Prokofiev's choral celebration of
naturalism pioneered by Chekhov the most direct way to com- Russian resistance would later
and Stanislavsky. To Soviet municate revolutionary theology to give hope to a beleaguered nation
audiences, however, Alexander the people was through the ancient fighting for its very survival:
Nevsky undoubtedly seemed language of the icons. On any In broad Rus, in native Rus
The enemy will not remain
perfectly "natural", for reasons national holiday in the USSR one
Arise, rise up
buried deep in their cultural can observe monumental "icons"
Mother, Native Russia
heritage. The possibility is in- of Lenin and the party leadership
triguing: Alexander Nevsky is not hung on buildings or ritualistically And the simple lessons of good and
a realistic portrayal of an carried by the people in procession evil, heroism and treachery,
human spirit pitted again inhuman
historical event, but rather an through Red Sqare.
The movie Alexander Nevsky enemies, tapped a depth of emotion
iconographic representation and
celebration of a national epic and can perhaps best be understood and a determination to survive
and- appreciated against the which, like the ancient icon, can
its heroes.
The icon occuped a central place background of this ancient artistic only be understood by a people
in the religious culture of ancient tradition and its persistence into whose bitter history was perhaps
Russia. It was venerated as a the Soviet period. The superhuman best described in* tfie operatic
sacred object of worship, through yet stylized quality of the film's creation of another Russian artist
whose golden "windows" mortals heroes, the epic yet rigidly con- of the previous century:
could look into the heavenly realm trolled movement of its action
Tears, tears, bitter tears must
of celestial angels, saints and scenes, and the strraightforward fall.
martyrs. The importance of the "good versus evil" simplicity of its
Our holy people must weep.
iconographic tradition to Orthodox .plot, all vividly recall the artistic
The enemy will soon come,
culture is clear: theology in pic- and ritualistic conventions of icon And darkness will fall, terrible
tures was the only possible method painting. Alexander Nevsky, then, darkness.
of spreading the message of the is a cinematic icon of a Russian
Woe, woe unto Russia!
church to the illiterate masses. Yet warrior-saint, a haiographic
Weep, weep Russian folk,
the stylized, two-deminsional celebration of the strength of one
Hungry folk,
figures which looked down from Russian spirit.
Professor JAMES WEST
the icons could, in fact, convey
Thus the American viewer
Department of History
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An Overview: The Artist in Society
by Beth Kowaleski
never really convinced of Zeena's
artistic potential, while I was too
convinced of her impending breakdown.

change coming through the window between scenes one and two,
although the first scene takes place
at eight a.m. and the second at
eleven p.m. In a realistic play, this
is no small detail.
Finally, as for choice of play, I
would wonder if the production is
meant to be especially meaningful
since its setting is so contemporary, While the age and
situation of the characters may be
similar to our own, I would argue
that the experience portrayed is

"Stories of Clothes," written by
Liz Egloff (class of 75) and
directed by Roger Shoemaker
At its best moments, the play is
opened last Thursday night. In
light of the letters to the Editor in reminiscent of Chekov (who was a
last week's Tripod, I hesitate to master of the realist drama). The
review the play. That is, I am more dining scenes, for example, are
uncertain than ever of what is revelatory while maintaining the
expected of a review, particularly appearance and rhythm of nora student review. In short, I have mality. As Chekov wrote:
"A play ought to be written in
come to feel that the process of
"reviewing" plays may border on which the people should come and
uselessness. Let me digress and go, dine, talk of the weather, or
qualify this by explaining different play cards, not because the author
concepts of the "review" and how wants it but because that is what
they might be applied to Theater happens in real life. Life on the
stage should be as it really is, and
Arts productions at Trinity.
Most reviews talk only about the people, too, should be as they
production, that is a production are and not on stilts."
seen by the critic at one sitting. In
In certain places, Egloff has
this case, the review serves to
captured well the sense of the
relay the critics's immediate realist' play. Other scenes, obreaction to the play, i.e., I liked it, viously "necessary" to plot
by Sandy Laub
laughed at it, was bored by it, and development, did not work. The
By
way
of articulating some of
by extension, I recommend it, or scene between Joey and Bill, for '<
the
anxiety
I experienced as I left
don't waste your time. This type of example, in which they reveal
review serves movies as well as their relationships and ultimately Saturday night's performance of
plays. I think this type of review is suggest Joey will leave Zeena, was "Stories", I would like to put these
functionless at a place like Trinity. too long, too slow, and too questions and speculations to those
involved in the production and to
Short of absolute fiasco, I would "honest"
those who saw it-for pondering's
sake.
It has been confirmed that the
characters in the play, are contemporary adult figures. Why
then, do I see them only as
loveless,
careless,
callous
Susie
Egbert's
performance
in
always "recommend" that anyone
children-mother less children-bent
the
final
scene
gave
empathy
to
a
with interest in the creative
on playing an incessant game of
development of their peers attend situation which bordered on being house? And if that's really who
trite.
Outside
the
final
scene,
a Theater Arts product on. There is
they are why do I feel cheated by a
no way for Theater Arts students to however, I found Zeena's script that wants to convince me
improve without the support of character ambiguous and lacking they are capable of being more. If
fellow students in terms of con- sufficient depth. Is Zeena merely they are not capable of being more
crazy or bordering on creative
sistent attendance.
genius? If she is both, both must be than I find I cannot care about
Other than this, however, Jim equally portrayed. In the case, the them at all. Thus my anxiety.
Furlong is right in demanding a director should have taken a more
This "motherlessness" runs
critical review of student work. Let committed stance and moved the through the entire play pointed up
me change the accent, however, by play in one direction or another. by Zeena's mother's omni-lack-ofexplaining that what student
And by the fact that
Also stemming from ambiguity presence.
productions need more than "reevery
character
goes to every
view" is "overview," that is, in Zeena's character, the first two other character for support and
scenes
lacked
a
focal
point.
Mitch
thoughtful .consideration, of all,
-advice but none give or receive
parts of production. Why a par- Karlan's performance, in scene that counsel - or at least that
ticular play is chosen at a certain! three, grounded the play by adding concern - other than to order each
•time, for example, and what energy. Leslie Cooper, as Debbie, other around like foster parents or
delation this play has to student life also introduced in scene three, to commend Debbie for her
could be part of an overview. provided a tempered contrast to cooking. (Eating and food acquire
Where did the play come from and Zeena in the first two scenes.
classic thematic importance of
The set, created by Jan Fox, their own - as substitutes for
how did it develop during rehearsal
period? How does the set relay the provided the sense of enclosure parental love.) ,
play's significance? How do the needed by the play. Blackouts,
Why through all the words is
actors act within the set? What used to signal time passage, gave there
no communication?
concepts prompted the director to an interesting study in silhouettes Oddly really
enough this is not only a
take his play in a certain direction. against Fox's ingenious use of weakness
in the play's strucuture
Does that direction work? Lastly, theatrical gauze for walls.
(because
the
script rather blindly
do the actors carry the play, within
I had a problem adjusting to the stumbles from one 'good moment'
its set, direction and lighting, to idea of Ms. Egbert looking to the next, usually all monologs)
success?
repeatedly through the window but it is a positive thematic conshade,
than lifting it, or cern, as witnessed by the sharply
There is a limit to theatrical looking rather
under it. Additionally, I ironicabortiveattemptat charades.
overview. A Polish critic, Jan Kott, was
troubled by no apparent light
whom I esteem greatly, wrote that
once he attended a play from its
first rehearsal to its performance.
When it came time to review the
play, he could not write anything.
He knew too much. For reasons of
schedule I could not "Clothes"
from its inception. I have been
somewhat aware of the play's
growth but not as much as I would
114 New Britain Ave., Hartford
have like to have been. Unfortunately, for my review I admit
(Corner Broad St. & New Britain Ave.)
I have to rely heavily on the
; production. I will begin, then, first
with Liz Egloff's play, then discuss
Roger Shoemaker's production.
527-9088
10% discount to Trinity Students with I.D.
Liz Egloff's play is as much the
story of words as it is the story of
clothes. "Poetry", or words used
self-consciously, is one of the
themes of the play. This is obvious
: from the very beginning when,
through the blackout, Zeena's
o Kl
D
voice is first heard. Revolving
around this arise the themes of
297 New Britain Ave.
artistic potential and human inLUNCHES 11:00 - 2:00 P.M.
teraction, especially in terms of a
; niale/female dicotomy. UnPhone 247-0234 M o n . - F r i .
j fortunately, I was disappointed by
the script. I feel its themes were
! not put together with such basic
k dramatic principles as rhythm
; and balance. The script is uneven.
?; It moves in an unwieldy manner
(toward the "obligatory scene,"
General Auto Repairing
Zeena' breakdown, without fully
,i«xploring the causes of the
1279 Broad Street, Hartford
I problem. For example we are lead
| tio believe that there is a connection
gbetween Zeena's being an artist
Jos. Castro, Prop.
gand Zeena's nervous state. I was

not close to many of us. This is demons tates this point. I find it
specifically problematic in that the curious that Zeena's situation does
play teeters on being extraneous not. Why show us Zeena's failure
and self-indulgent. If the play when we could watch her recovery
sympathetically portray's "the instead? Is her breakdown more
artist's condition" why doesn't it dramatic?
On a kind of final, philosophic
arrive at the most obvious conclusion? Artistic works are not note, I would suggest that "Stories
created in a vacuum, by super- of Clothes" might be a better play
human, extraordinary (i.e. crazy) if it depicted the artist as inbeings. Artists, like students, are teracting in the social situation
people who benefit from in- outside the confines of her own
teraction with the larger world. Liz room. Then the play would truly be
Egloff's
poetry
certainly "realistic" in a kind of relevant
way.

Another Story:
Anxiety and Children

Stories

of

Words

But connecting 'words' and
'clothes', as Ms. Kowaldski does, I
find that one is used to negate the
comfort and safety of the other.
And we are left with nothing. Case
in point - Zeena's final
dispassionate conjugation of
herself, of her own state of being,
under her hat. If this thematic
undertone is an attempt at nihilism
it leaves me feeling no sense of
irony or tragedy. No pity and no
terror. Only frustration.

trouble just surviving from one
chocolate cake to another. Why do
I get the feeling Zeena's writing is
a poor excuse for a parallel to BUI'S
guitar, and not a natural extension
of her personality? Why, I ask with
due feminist outrage, do the men
get to dream while the women get
to agonize? When they are all
drifting in the same rudderless
boat? (The men provide their own.
wind and the women gather what's
left or become so intoxicated,
literally too with the incidentals of
domestic life they lose sight of land
altogether.)

The only passion exhibited by
Zeena is her utter self-hate and her
envy of what she thinks is the
At bottom, I am dissatisfied with
feminine ideal as personified in
Debbie. But Debbie is an idiot who the play because it lacks integrity.
replies "No, thank you" to "Have It lacks wholeness, rhythm and
you change of a quarter?" and balance as Ms. Kowaleski says in
must ask permission for a glass pi her review.
wine. If this is an 'ideal' how can
But it fails also because I feel
we feel compassion for Zeena as a that the answers to some of my
neurotic or respect for her as an questions cannot be be found
artist?
within the play itself. Granted,
characters must contain a degee of
Why is everyone trying to be complexity and must serve as
something or somewhere he or she shadows and foils for each other,
is not? And doing so utterly without ButI justcan't accept the play as a
conviction? Debbie is happy she's study in the processes of failure
been promoted but hasn't the and self-deception. The characters
faintest idea why. Bill is a are provided with no focus, no
mechanic who spouts the maxim anchor, even a false one, and
'art is dead' at every opportunity neither am I. The characters can
and wishes his mother (again) had afford to be lost, the playwrite
made him take guitar lessons so cannot.
he'd now be a classical guitarist.
Joey wants to go to China and • And so I did leave the play
make love "as hard as he can" to Saturday night with some very real
the girl in the toll booth. Zeena just feelings,
wants.
And so I did leave the play.
night with some very real
As a matter of fact, both men Saturday
- feelings not prompted
want to do something as hard as feelings
by the play's strengths
they can, be the very best, while however,
but by its weaknesses.
the women are having enough
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PBS PRESENTS...
The bitter struggle for British women's
suffrage will be seen on CPTV when
"Shoulder to Shoulder" opens the
Masterpiece Theatre season on Sunday,
October 5 at 9:00 p.m.
A six-part series dramatizing the way
women forced their way to political
recognition, "Shoulder to Shoulder" focuses
on the remarkable Pankhurst family-four
women who mobilized a women's army in a
turn-of-the-century forerunner of women's
lib.
It stars Sian Phillips as Mrs. Emmeline
Pankhurst, Patricia Quinn as her militant
oldest daughter Christabel, Angela Down as
the determined pacifist daughter Sylvia,
and Louise Plank as Adela, youngest of the
sisters.
"Shoulder to Shoulder" was created and
produced by three English-women-Verity
Lambert, Midge Mackenzie and Tony
Award-winner Georgia Brown, who also
stars as suffragette leader Annie Kenney in
the Mobil-funded PBS series.
Midge Mackenzie, who first developed the
series from evidence buried in museums,
archives and private collections in Britain,
Europe, and America* also used this written
and visual material for her documentary
book "Shoulder to Shoulder," which follows,
almost day to day-and in their own wordsthe suffragettes' personal account of their
fight for the vote. Alfred A. Knopf will
publish "Shoulder to Shoulder" in hardcover and paperback simultaneously with
the Masterpiece Theatre broadcasts.
Tracing the real-life story of the women's
war to gain enfranchisement, "Shoulder to
Shoulder" begins with "The Pankhursts"
and the founding cf the Women's Social and
Political Union in Manchester, England,
with the motto "Deeds, Not Words." The
spread of the suffragette movement to
London, is depicted in episode two, "Annie
Kenney" (Oct. 12), which centers on the mill
girl wno brought working-class women into
what had been a primarily upperclass
struggle.
How a member of that upper class is
tortured and forcibly fed in prison as the
women encounter violent resistance from a

was recreated at London's famed Picadilly
Theatre-where the show played for many
months.
"Edward II" is a natural "television"
epic. Written in 1592, it compresses 25 years
of embattled history into two hours. From
the very beginning of his reign, the
homosexual King Edward was under
pressure to bar the peasant Piers Gaveston
from the court. Edward's resistance
outraged the royal family and influential
nobility who united a successful plot to
murder Gaveston and overthrow the king.
Although based on actual events, "Edward II" is textured deeply with Marlowe's
own character, and with the violence of the
period in which the play was written.
Immediately preceding "Edward II", at
8:30 CLASSIC THEATRE PREVIEW will
feature an on-location interview with Ian
MeKellan and irisights on Christopher
Marlowe with humanist Clifford Leech.
CLASSIC THEATRE is a series of BBC
plays, produced for American audiences by
WGBH, and transmitted nationally by PBS.

Foland, the vibrant, lithe TV teacher,
exemplifies the well-being she advocates.
And her personal use of yoga as a tonic for
physical discomforts and weight problems
has worked for others. Enthusiastic
testimonial letters pour in from senior
citizens, housewives, children, business
people, all grateful members of her "unseen" class on the other side of the screen.
Just what is hatha yoga? Around the third
century, a Hindu sage named Patanjali
expounded a philosophy of meditation and
purification. Hatha yoga was his system of
body exercises and breathing control
necessary to make one fit for "knowing
God."
In the Western world, explains Lilias.
yoga has been adapted to help people cope
with the "everyday uptight lives we lead.
People are waking up to the fact that they
must look within to solve their problems.
Everyone is in need of balance, and yoga is
one way to unwind, pull the body together,
and release the tension and fatigue of the
day."
Lilias' personal prescription for a
HOUSEWIFE IS PUBLIC TV'S 'JULIA healthier life has been the subject of photo
CHILD OF YOGA'
feature stories in McCall's, The Chicago
"If you're trying to shape up, there's an Tribune, Time, and numerous daily
alternative to tedious calisthenics. Yoga can newspapers around the country. Ms. Folan
help you lose those pounds and inches with has been a featured guest on the "Today"
the added benefit of alleviating some of your show, "The Mike Douglas Show," "What's
IAN MCKELLEN STARS AS EDWARD II tension as well..."-- Chicago Tribune- My Line?", "The Phil Donahue Show,"
ON CLASSIC THEATRE
feature on Lilias Folan.
•
Boston's "Good Morning,"' and many
The drama "Edward II" by Christopher
The hectic pace of 20th century living has others;
Marlowe is one oi the most stunning and sent many people on a search for new
Ms. Folan brings 11 years of teaching
disturbing plays ever written, combining avenues to achieve good mental, physical experience
to her television classes, and she
the violence and tragedy of two of England's andspiritual health. One "new"<-found route
most turbulent thrones: those of 14th cen- is the 5,000-year-old art of body and mind has traveled to India for special study and
training retreats.
tury Edward and, two centuries later, conditioning called ha tha yoga.
A Time magazine feature article,
Marlowe's Queen Elizabeth.
;
Public TV viewers can take advantage of >
It was also one: of theatre's most rarely .free yoga demonstrations via LILIAS, "Beating the Blahs," depicted Lilias as "a
and svelte
Cincinnati
seen dramas until its recent production at YOGA AND YOU, broadcast Fridays at 3:00 charming
housewife...with
a
persuasive
manner
that
the Edinburgh Festival, became a p.m. on Connecticut Public Television.
can drive any executive to lock his office
celebrated event and made a star of Ian
These half-hour TV classes consist of door and stand on his head. Lilias promises
McKellen in the title role. It is this landmark music warm-ups, deep breathing, bending,
performance which you can see on CLASSIC stretching, lifting, massaging and mentally to become the Julia Child of yoga."
LILIAS, YOGA AND YOU is a production
THEATRE, Thursday, October 2 at 9:00 sensing the new energy and release of
of
WCET, Cincinnati, Ohio, and is tranp.m. on Connecticut Public Television.
tension brought on by these slow, controlled smitted
nationally on the Public BroadThe television cameras go right on stage body movements.
casting Service.
to capture the Edinburgh production as it
Instructor Lilias (pronounced Lill-ee-us)
male-dominated government is shown in the
following episode, "Lady Constance Lytton"
(October 19).
Christabel Pankhurst declares war on the
government and women fight men with fists
and stones in the streets of London in
"Christabel Pankhurst" (October 26).
"Outrage," the fifth segment of the series
(Nov. 2), recalls the tragic sacrifice of
Emily Wilding Davison, who threw herself
under the hoofs of tha King's horse at the
Derby and became the women's
movement's first martyr.
The series concludes on Nov. 9 with
"Sylvia Pankhurst" and victory. Women
finally win the vote as a direct result of
suffragette support of World War I and
Sylvia splits with the movement because of
her pacifist views and her involvement with
the desperately poor in London's East End.
The supporting cast of "Shoulder to
Shoulder" includes Louise Plank, Sheila
Allen, Judy Parfitt, Maureen Pryor, and
Sally Miles. Also in major roles are
Jonathan Newth, Ronald Hines, Fulton
Mackay, Robert Hardy, and Michael Gough.
"Shoulder to Shoulder" is a BBC
television production in association with
Warner Brothers Television Ltd. It is
produced for PBS by Joan Sullivan of
WGBH, Boston.

Farmington Antique Show to Benefit Opera
One of the fall's most pleasurable events
will be the October 11th and 12th Farmington Antique Show where part of the
profits will be donated for the artistic improvement of the Connecticut Opera
Association's 34th consecutive season.
This year many of the Connecticut Opera
roles will be filled by young Connecticut
singers in addition to the company using
100% local choristers and the Hartford
Symphony Orchestra. Puccini's "Girl of the
Golden West" will be the first production of
the season and the scenery will be designed
by Dean Tschette of Hartt College and built
here in Hartford. Also, an extremely fine

technical staff is being trained in order to
give the theatricality and precision to
Connecticut Opera productions.

This artistic upgrading is costly and the Saturday, October inn at 10:00 A.M. to 9:00
public can help if they attend the Far- P.M. and Sunday, October 12th at 1:00 P.M.
mington Antique show which will be held to 6:00 P.M. at the Farmington Woods
Country Club, Route 167, Farmington.

Amboise, Farrell to Perform at Bushnell Ballet
Ballet stars, Jazques d'Am^uise and
Suzanne Farrell and the Rochester
Philharmonic have been added to the Civic
Music Association series at the Bustaell
Memorial. The Rochester ensemble

replaces "The New Sigmund Romberg works which they have performed with the
Concert Orchestra" starring Howard Keel New, York City Ballet. Memberships for the
as previously announced. d'Amboise and Civic Music series are still available. InFarrell will appear in a program entitled formation may be had by calling 527-3123.
"Ballet Encounter" which will feature

Two
Presidential Candidates
Speak At Trinity
On Wed., Sept 24

$
j
|
I

Fred Harris at 10:00 A.M. |
Jimmy Carter at 1:00 P.M. J
Across from Arco
on Park St.

(in Washington Room)

#
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Candidate Profile: Jimmy Carter
^ On Wed., Sept. 24, Jimmy Carter
; will speak in Washington Room of
Mather Campus Center from 1-2
r p.m. There is no admission and it is
open to the entire Trinity community and general public.

In 1970 Jimmy Carter became
Georgia's 76th Governor after an
uphill campaign that found him in
opposition to t h e established
political interests of the state.

salaries of school teachers, to
increase the number of special
education teachers, and to
establish a statewide testing
program for students and schools.
In 1974, the General Assembly
approved his total revision of the
state's
educational
funding
program.

system in Georgia which had been
attempted in Georgia without
success since the turn of the
century.

Carter's reorganization plan and
new budgeting system have
become a model for similar efforts
across the nation.
As Governor, Carter has visited
In the four legislative sessions of several countries in Latin
In his inaugural address, Jimmy
his administration, almost all America, conferring with political
Governor J i m m y C a r t e r of Carter stated that no Georgian
administration bills were passed, and business leaders. His rough
Georgia officially became a should "ever again be deprived of
despite the opposition of many but serviceable command of
candidate for t h e Democratic the opportunity for a job, an
entrenched state officials. In ad- Spanish enabled him to confer with
presidential
nomination on education, or simple justice
He completely reorganized the
(December 12,1974. As a governor, because he is poor, rural, black, or government of the state to make it dition to those mentioned above, government officials, deliver
these bills include:
speeches and conduct news conmore efficient and easier for the
:her, a Democratic leader, and a private not influential".
ferences without the use of an
citizen,
Jimmy
Carter's
challenge
average citizen to understand,
ates.'
interpreter. He Jias paid similar
to himself, his state and his nation
reducing some 300 agencies to 22.
When h e became governor,
c for
A complete overhaul of the ad visits to countries in Western
has always been: "WHY NOT THE
lems BEST?" With announcement day Jimmy Carter took immediate The financial benefit to the state valorem tax system;
Europe and the Middle East.
as tic speeches in Washington a n d steps to make that goal a reality. from this move exceeds $50 million
Environmental protection laws
He successfully
sponsored per year.
enior Atlanta, he established the same
among the strongest in the nation; Portrait of Fred Harris
iness theme for his presidential cam- legislation to equalize education
Age of majority legislation to
another Democratic
funds between the richer and
"unprovide full citizenship for 18-year
He initiated and completed a
poorer counties, to r a i s e t h e thorough reform of the judicial
:reen.
olds;
hopeful speaking
third
A comprehensive package of
at Trinity
anjali
prison reform legislation;
a and
Full funding for a testing and
on Page 14
research program to eradicate
em of
sickle cell anemia;
mtrol (
He was selected by his fellow
A statewide network of almost Governors to serve as chairman of
owing
150 community centers for the Southern Regional Education
retarded children; and
Lilias, •
Board, the Appalachian Regional
A statewide narcotics treatment Commission, the Coastal Plains
e cope
program and comprehensive laws Regional Commission, and the
A
sei
Dr. Lee's talk will be on the ment of physics, who will discuss which remove alcoholism as a Southern Growth Policies Board.
" i e s °f s * x lectures,
some
of
t
h
e
deep
paradoxes
subject
of
"The
Use
of
Language
in
established by a grant from the
crime and provide g r e a t e r
j . Vndrew W. Mellon Foundation, Fiction." He will analyze the force inherent in quantum mechanics, flexibility in dealing with drug
In 1973, the Democratic National
.
b e i v e n i n t h eL i f e S c i e n c e s
language has when we talk in the October 27;
Committee asked Jimmy Carter to
offenders
and
stricter
penalties
for
ther fm
§
become the P a r t y ' s National
t the ' e n t e r a tT r m i t y College beginning mode of "make believe," and will
Dr. Paul Smith, professor and pushers.
01
Campaign Chairman for the 1974
ti Monday, September 22 at 8 p.m. discuss the connections between
chairman of the English Departelections. A comprehensive
•
icholars from the Trinity College the language of "make believe"
ment,
who
will
discuss
ways
in
tov
Governor
Carter
also
initiated
a
program
of assistance to
.acuity will participate in the and language used in realistic
Smith, which the theory advanced in the pioneering zero-base budgeting Democratic candidates was begun '
if pnoWymposium. Dr.•Richard T. Lee, contexts. Dr. Paul
first lecture can be carried for- system which requires annual immediately featuring background
,c,a. ?Vofessor of philosophy and former professor of English and chairman ward into a detailed criticism of
papers on over 30 important issues,
' ^ a . Chairman of the department, will of the department, will comment. literary texts, November 10;
justification for all programs, both
individual manuals on campaign
''• * o i a ,Vesent the first lecture. The
new
and
old,
and
priority
ranking
,,.°,?ay, ectures are free and open to the Other Mellon lecturers are:
Dr. Gary Jacobson, assistant of programs by department heads; techniques, regular targeting
sessions to keep Party leaders
W h a t ,ublic.
Dr. William Mace, assistant professor of political science, who a Goals for Georgia program abreast of the latest developments
will
discuss
the
roles
played
by
Show,
featuring
citizen
involvement
in
professor and chairman of the
in close races, and a highly ef! many
psychology department, who will ' myth, symbol and language in the setting of long-term goals for fective campaign consultation
The lectures will concentrate on discuss why certain well-known politics, November 24;
the state; a bi-racial Human
eachinghree main problems: the use of theories in psychology show little
Dr. Norman Miller, professor Relations Council to prevent program.
and sheanguage in literary and non-promise for development and and former c h a i r m a n of the discrimination because of age, sex,
The consultation program took
ldy anditerary contexts, the role of ob- others a great deal, October 13;
department of sociology, with a race, or income; and a Heritage Jimmy Carter and staff members
ervation in the social and physical
topic to be announced later, Trust program to assess and into several hundred Senate, House
Dr. Charles Miller, professor and
artic]e,ciences, and the nature of formal former chairman of the depart- December 8.
acquire valuable natural and and Gubernatorial races across the
s as "'/'.s, verbal theories in all
historic sites for the state.
country.
icinna [isciplines. The scholars, from
SPECIALIZING IN
ler thallifferent fields, will propose
ITALIAN BAKERY PRODUCTS
is officeolutions to problems peculiar to
iromisesheir own area of expertise while
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iaving important consequences for
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Hadassah Fair

r

therefore, those eligible to apply
will be college seniors or first-year
graduate students this Fall.
Subject to the availability of funds,
new fellowships awarded in the
Spring of 1976 will be for periods of
three years, the second and third
years contingent on certification to
the Foundation by the fellowship
institution of the student's
satisfactory progress toward an
advanced degree in science.
These fellowships will be
awarded for study or work leading
to master's or doctoral degrees in
the mathematical, physical,
medical, biological, engineering,
and social sciences, r.nd in the
history and philosophy of science.
Awards will not be made in
clinical, education, or business
fields, in history or social work, for
work leading to medical, dental,
law, or public health degrees, or
for study in joint scienceprofessional degree programs.

The fourth Annual Craft Fair,
sponsored by the Middletown
Chapter of Hadassah, will be held
on Sunday, October 5,1975 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Riverview
Center in Middletown which is
located directly behind Sears
Roebuck Company or right off
Route 9V
Over150 craftsmen are expected
from the entire New England area
as well as New York and Pennsylvania. The show will be held in
the upper arcade of the Riverview
Plaza and in case of rain will move
to the lower parking arcade.
PUBLIC ADMISSION ISFREE.
Refreshments will be available.
Homemade baked goods and
plants will be for sale by the
Hadassah women. There will also
be a raffle of over fifty items
donated by the craftsmen. Parking
for visitors is plentiful.
Applicants must be citizens of the
The festival committee is still United States, and will be judged
accepting applications from solely on the basis of ability. The
craftsmen. To obtain the annual stipend for Graduate
prospectus containing more in- . Fellows will be $3,900 for a twelveformation please contact Mrs. month tenure with no dependency
Lewis Moss, 21 Arvid Road, allowances.
Portland, Conn. 06480 or telephone
Applicants will be required to
(203) 342-2641.
take the Graduate Record
Examinations designed to test
scientific
aptitude
and
achievement. The examinations,
administered by the Educational
Tues., Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m. an Testing Service, willbe given on
intermediate Hebrew class will December 13, 1975 at designated
begin at the Hillel House, 30 centers throughout the United
Crescent St. It is part of the Free States and in certain foreign
University program this semester. countries.
Other classes being held are
The deadline date for the subBeginning Hebrew and Yiddish. mission of applications for NSF
Contact Jeff Meltzer, Box 1229 or Graduate
Fellowships
is
524-1614.
December 1, 1975. Further inAlso don't forget our Hebrew formation
and
application
table-Tues. at 12:30 in the Cave as materials may be obtained from
well as Israeli dancing Wed. at 7:30 the Fellowship Office, National
in the Washington Room.
Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, D.C.
20418.

Free Univ.

collector, a trailer with a solar
space and hot water heating
system, a methane gas generator
and a wind energy system. In
addition, there will be other solar
energy displays, an insulation
exhibit, and wood burning stoves,
among others. Speakers will
discuss wind and methane
systems, conversion of solid
wastes into usable energy, conversion of solar energy into
.electricity, jobs in the solar energy
field, and methods the homeowner
can use to winterize his home. For
further information regarding the
Fair, contact David M. Collins,
Waterford.

Mead Lecture

academic year; a few provide someone interested in acquiring|i*/-t
ert
aT
international travel only or a career information/possibilities | "
stipend intended as a partial grant- and job search skills.
in-aid.
degrees in
Candidates must be U.S. citizens
Ip apply *o
at the time of application, hold a
Fellowship
At 8:15 p.m. on October 25 and2« available
bachelor's degree or its equivalent
by the beginning date of the grant, at the Kingswood-Oxford School, Education!
have language ability com- West Hartford, there will be the deadline is
mensurate with the demands of the world premiere of PAUL, an opera [receipt of
proposed study projects, and good by Don David McKeever, iitendation
health. Preference is given to those dedicated to recreating in drama, receipt of
music and in dance an inspiring plication (it
between 20 and 35 years of age.
Application forms and further period in the life of Paul of Tarsus,
information may be obtained from
Tickets are $3.50 per seat and :onnP
the Trinity Fulbright Program may be purchased from Mrs,
Adviser Brooke Gregory at Mc- Thomas E. Dunham, 65 Brookmoor The Com
Cook 206. The deadline for filing Road, West Hartford, Ct. 06107. Research (
beholding <
applications is October 10.
September
Lounge, AH
One caseworker with foster care urged to a
One person over 18 with driver's program
in
Melrose
license needed in Boston to work Massachusetts needed. No salary]
with small group of children (7-13) but room and board provided;]
with a variety of problems. Twenty Previous experience working with In accor>
to twenty-five hours per week at adolescents helpful. Twenty houn obligations
Interest
R
$2.25 - $3.25 per hour, $3.25 per hour per week.
3
IRG) wil
if applicant has Water Safety In[semester's
structor certificate. Job available
immediately and lasts for at least
One tutor/counselor needed in! time,
four months.
Melrose, Massachusetts to work alferaduat
an alternative high school does not
preparing dropouts foHiigh school IPIRG's ac
equivalency e x a m s . Individual Werestma
One library/public relations counseling. Room and board Hi and 1
resource person needed on a provided, 20 hours per week.
|Thursday,
volunteer basis in Bedford,
the. Connj
Massachusetts, Student could
iocateddow
function according to his/her in;the iaundrj
terests and abilities. Procuring
WRTC (89.3 F.M.) "Varietes"
materials for resource library and avec Sonia Lee, le samedi, de mid j SG
doing public relations work would a 14 heures.
fill two of their needs. A slot for
i The S

Paul

Venture Program

The 1975-1976 Mead Lecture in
political science will be delivered
in Goodwin Theater of Austin Arts
Center on Monday, October 6,1975
at 8:00p.m. This year's lecture will
be delivered by Dr. Seymour
Martin Lipset, professor of
political science and sociology and
Senior Fellow in the Hoover Institute. His topic will be "Equality
and Inequality in America As It
Enters the Third Century".

Haifa Dancers
Sunday evening, Sept. 28 at 8:30
p.m., the JCC of West Hartford will
sponsor a troupe of dancers from
Haifa University in Israel. Tickets
are available at the Chapel office
or call ext. 484.

Tutor

Library Work

Radio Froncaise

[Associatioi

SIFTING...

Study Grants

The 1976-77 competition for
grants for graduate study abroad
offered under the Mutual
Educational Exchange Program
(Fulbright-Hays) and by foreign
governments, universities and
private donors will dose shortly.
Only:a few more weeks remain in
which qualified graduate students
may apply for one of the 550
awards which are available to 52
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
To further encourage the countries.
National Research Council advised development of alternative forms
Most of the grants offered
the National Science Foundation to of energy, Southeast Connecticut provide round-trip transportation,
begin the selection of candidates People's Action for Clean Energy tuition and maintenance for one
for the Foundation's program of and the Human Ecology Program
Graduate Fellowships. Panels of at Connecticut CoEege are sponeminent scientists appointed by the soring an "Alternative Energy
National Research Council will Fair." The event, scheduled for
evaluate qualifications of ap- Saturday, September 27 from 10
plicants. Final selection will be a.m, to 5 p.m., will include energy
made by the Foundation, with exhibits presented by various New
awards to be announced on March England companies or research
15, 1976.
groups, and a program of
Initial NSF Graduate Fellowship speakers. It will be held in Qliva
awards are intended for students Hall at the college.
at or near the beginning of their
The exhibits will include an
graduate study. In general, operating display of a 20-foot solar

Science
Fellowship

r

Phone: 525-3032

X

I

Worker Needed

From sunset September 23 to sunrise
September 24 to celebrate the fall
equinox...to be presented in Seabury 9 (old
quadrangle).. .students $1.00.,, general
public$2.00...this is one of a series of official
Greater Hartford Bicentennial Civic and
Arts festive events...feel free to come and go
or bring a sleeping bag...
Dancers and Musicians,..Wendy Perron,
Stephanie Woodard, Peter Zummo, Victoria
Bijur, Frederick Graves, Judy Tolomea,
Barbara Benary, Patty Gerend, Phillis
Roberts...

Energy Fair

Santo Ciarcia Prop.

Setvite fatten,
Motor Tune-Up — Brakes .— Front End Work
17T0 BROAD STREET

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Bob Silverman, Piano
Jeoffrey Law, Bass

OFFER EXPIRES
OCTOBER 15, 1975
.

.

.

i

YOUR STUDENT l.D. IS WORTH $2.00 OFF ANY

Bock SS©SI1I@HIS1
At

INDIAN PRINT BEDSPREAD OR 10% OFF ANY
PURCHASE, INCLUDING POSTERS AND RUGS.

PHIL'S 8:00 P.M.
Just Over The Rocks

Pier 11mports

BISHOP'S CORNER W. HARTOR0
„,„—«»•'
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Watson Fellowship
Those who will receive their
degrees in May of 1976 are invited
to apply for a Watson Travelling
Fellowship, Information is
available in the Office of
Educational
Services. The
deadline is l October for the
:ejpt of the faculty recom'Imendation and 2 October for the
'receipt of the rest of the apilication (in septuple copies).

"onnPIRG Meeting
The Connecticut Public Interest
^Research Group (ConnPIRG) will
j ! beholding a meeting on Thursday,
[September 25 at 7:30 in Alumni
I'Lounge. All interested students are
irged to attend.

RefutidS
In accordance with contractual
Obligations, the Connecticut Public
interest Research Group (ConnjPIRG) will offer refunds of this
semester's $2.00 contribution to all
full-time,
registered
undergraduates. Any student who
oi>tloes not wish to support ConnlojPIRG's activities in the public
^interest may request a refund from
ar.8-12 and 1-5 on Wednesday and
Thursday, September 24 and 25, in
the Connpirg office which is
jjlocated downstairs in Cook (next to
'the laundry room).

2

SGA Meeting

; The Student
Government
-".Association (SGA) will be holding

a meeting on Wednesday, September 24 at 7:30 in Alumni
Lounge. All Trinity students are
urged to attend and speak their
mind.

Barbioni Center
Trinity's program in Rome is
now known as The Barbieri Center.
Applications to participate during
the Trinity Term 1976 may be
secured from the Office of
Educational Services on or after 15
October and must be turned in on
or before 27 October 1975.

system of Kung Fu will be taught
by Master Pai during the fall
semester Tuesday and Thursday
Reward offered for the return of from 9 until 1:30 p.m. in Seabury
a medium sized dog named 19. To join just show up at the
Roscone. No questions asked. The assigned place and time,
dog is a mixed breed looking much
like a Iabrador. Please call Tom or
Andy at 549-6143, if there is no
answer call 249-0876 and leave a
A stage manager is being sought
message. The dog was stolen the for the Jester's full-length show,
evening of Monday Sept. 15, but "SAVED". Please contact Greg
may have been released since Murphy or Jim Furlong in the
then.
Austin Arts Center.

Reward Offered

"Savon!" Manager

Chess Club

French Meeting

Propman Wanted

Anyone interested in being
There will be an organizational
meeting of the Trinity College propmaster for "Time of Your
There will be an informal Chess Club on Wednesday Sept. 24, Life" please contact John Woolley.
meeting for all French Students at 7:30 p.m. in McCook 203. All
and those interested in French, people interested in chess are
Tuesday, September 23, 4:00 P.M. welcome to attend. If you are in' n t n e F a c u l t v Lounge of Hamlin terested but cannot attend, drop a
There will be a Jester's meeting
Hall. Plans for French activities note into Box 1228.
for all new members on Thursday
for the semester will be discussed.
Sept. 25 at 4:15 in the Green Room
All those interested in participating are welcomed.
of the Austin Arts Center.
There will be an open house at
the Career Counseling Office on
Tuesday, Sept. 23 from 3 to 5 p.m.
Anyone interested in ushering in Seabury 45. Students, Faculty,
for the Grand Masters Tennis Staff, and Administration are
Tournament to be held October welcome, Light refreshments will
3,4,5, at Trinity is asked to contact be served.
Jane Millspaugh at 527-3151 ext.
453.
Edwin Justus Mayer's tragiAt 7:30 tonight Sept. 23 Gurshabd comedy, "Children of Darkness,"
Singh and disciples will lead a will be presented by the University
Are you interested in becoming session in Kundalini yoga in Players, University of Hartford, as
an Italian D.J. at WRTC from 12 Seabury 19. Meditation and their first production of the college
until 2 p.m. on Sundays? We chanting as well as a talk on the season.
"Children of Darkness," which is
presently have an Italian language lifestyle of yogis and spiritual
on at this time and we are looking commune life in America will be set in 18th century London, will be
performed
in
Auerbach
for a female student who speaks featured.
Auditorium under the direction of
fluent Italian to become involved in
Prof. Edgar Kloten, Department of
this broadcast. For more inCommunication and Theater,
formation, contact, Tony Mango
after 6 p.m. at 549-1035.
The curtain will rise at 8 p.m.
Classes in the White Dragon

Jester's Meeting

Open House

There will be a production
meeting for "Time of Your Life"
on Wednesday, Sept. 24, at 4:15
p.m. in the Green Room of the
Austin Arts Center.

Table Francaise
Le mercredi, a la cave, pendant
l'heure du dejeuner, de midi a . . . .
Etudiants, francophiles et
amateurs! Venez nous joindre.

Soviet Jews
There will be a Simchat-Torah
rally for Soviet Jews Wed, eve.,
Sept. 24 at Temple Beth-El on
Albany Ave. in West Hartford,
from 7-9 p.m. It will include
singing, dancing, and speakers.
Transportation will be provided at
6:30 that evening. If you need a
ride call ext. 484.

Ushers Needed

Coquette
atU.of H.

Yoga

Italian DJ.

Kung Fu

I

Production
Meeting

PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)

Wednesday through Saturday,
October 15-18, with a 3 p.m.
matinee on Sunday, October 19.
The Mayer work, which runs to
three acts, takes place in Newgate
prison, a notorious den of iniquity
which once harbored debtors,
stranglers, women of dubious
distinction and a malodorous
collation of riffraff.
The plot centers around the
coquettish Laetitia, daughter of the
Newgate jailor, himself a cross
between Uriah Heep and W. C,.
Fields. Laetitia flits nimbly from
Mr. Cartwright, an impecunious
poet, to Count LaRuse, an
oleaginous conman, while her
father and the bogus count play an
evil game with the life of Jonathan
Wild, thief extraordinaire.
<
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287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.
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HOT OVEN GRINDERS
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BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
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Candidate Profile: Fred Harris
On Wednesday, September 24, endeavor to end special privileges tracts individuals from various Penn Central.
This "welfare for the rich"
-JEred Harris will come to Trinity to for the super-rich and to achieve a political spectrums is its general
program, as Harris calls it, costs
visit with the students and the fairer distribution of the wealth theme: economic self interest.
and power in this nation.' Fred
It is not in people's interests, Americans $94 billion a year. Not
faculty.
Harris, the former United States says Harris, to keep paying 92 only is a program like this exThe article below is submitted by Senator from Oklahoma, is putting billion a year to pay the taxes of pensive and unfair, it promotes
Sandy Zeitz, a student at the together a grass-roots peoples' those who don't-the super-rich and inefficiency, exacerbates the
University of Connecticut who is movement.
the giant corporations. This 92 concentration of wealth and power,
working as the college coordinator
Harris has been organizing all billion dollars is money the rich and forces smaller businesses to go
for Democratic presidential across the country a coalition that should pay, but do not because of bankrupt.
candidate Fred Harris.
Fred Harris is a fervent believer
defies such formidable barriers as tax loopholes. Nor does it make
sense, Senator Harris and his in democratic rule. He insists that
There is only one Democratic age, race, sex and regional dif- supporters
feel, to continue to give people are smart enough to govern
presidential campaign that is ferences. What gives the
out of our pockets every themselves. However, Harris
uniting citizens together in an movement cohesiveness and at- money
year in the form of subsidies to big asserts that political democracy
businesses such as Lockheed and must be accompanied by economic

democracy, Today America suffers from enormous concentration
of our wealth. Only eight per cent
of all Americans own 60 per cent of
all the assets, and two per cent of
all Americans own 80 per cent of all
individually held corporate stock!
"This economic power," Harris
tells his audiences around the
country, "translates into political
power." One man one vote is a nice
sounding principle, but no one
really'believes his or her vote or
input is on equal par with a
Rockefeller's or a Getty's.

Portrait of
Jimmy Carter,
another Democratic
hopeful
speaking at Trinity
on Page 11.

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

Connecticut Cleaners

Trinity's Favoriie Since 1947
1220 Broad St.
Corner of Allen Place
One Block Below Vernon

347 Washington Street - Hartford
— FREE —
Student Discount Cards
Available At Store

Satisfaction Guaranteed
LONG HAIR SHAPING

1

Wash & Dry Bundles
» Dry Cleaning
,'
m
7
•
1 Day Service

(203) 525-3026

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG

C & C Mobil Service
MAJOR AUTO REPAIRS
OUR SPECIALTY AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC
139 NEW BRITAIN AVE.,
HARTFORD, CT. 06106

I
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$33,500,000

I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
-fc~ztFor a very fast and deadly shooting method, set up the ball with
the shooter in backswing position. Then,
by positioning' the ball along the foot of
the shooter as shown, you can fire in any
direction with only one wrist movement.

I
I
I

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103
D I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order — no cash, please.)

If you wish to use your charge card,
please fill out appropriate boxes below:

Expiration Dal*
Monlh/Y»ar
Master Charge
Interbank No.
Credit
1

0
0

0

Pass back occasionally and shoot
quickly from the middle line. This
surprises your opponent (s) and makes
more of the goal visible.
I

I

I,.,

J

Practice bank shots from the middle and halfback positions using
the shooting method described in #1. This
is an unbelievably
slick shot.

AND THEN
PRACTICE
UP WHERE
YOU SEE
THIS SIGN.

WT,

,

PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF"
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
SOURCES TO:

HABIFORD, CONN

« Russell Stover
Candies
8

Legal Beverages

• ••
State
. . .
r; Z i p
Maine residents please add 5% sales tax.

Open Daily:
SUNDAY:

8:00 A.M.-8:30 PM
8:00 AM-5:00 PM

• • • • • • • »••»•«>•»"»

You've tried the rest, now come try the best'

Atmw futkn$t
Wine • Liquor • Keg Beer
23 New Britain Ave.

247-2214
"Stop in and say hello to Tom

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS

SPECIALISTS
COS* ItQAD MWfcl

•

Checks will be cashed with
Trinity I.D.

Address

City

PRESCRIPTION
130 NEW SRllilM AVt

^ PHONt 347.7926

• Hudson Vitamins

Card No. I
Name

1 X,

—r-—i—r—r

Fred Harris says it's time to
return to the principles of Jef-1
ferson and Madison. When Fred
Harris is elected President he will
end special privileges for the few
by closing tax loopholes and
subsidy programs that channel
money away from the people, He
will rigorously enforce the antitrust laws to break down the huge
shared monopolies and corporate
conglomerates. He advocates the
public ownership of natural Ri
monopolies, such as utilities.
drev
Harris believes our country beer
needs better health care, and that Iwo
every citizen has a right to receive won
medical treatment without having an 8
to sacrifice his life's earnings.
Iwel
We have a great need to develop yea'
mass transit, to build housing, to '
clean up our environment and to |
develop our resources. With somuch to do, Harris le^lSftoere is
no reason why anyone willing and
able to work should have to be
without a job. Believing people are,
smart enough to govern themselves, Harris calls for an open
foreign policy based on principles,
and an end to the secretive, elitist,
manipulative,
"Metternichian"
foreign policy of recent years.
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Soccer Bounced by Bowdoin
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By Ira Goldman
The Trinity Varsity Soccer team when the visitors came out
opened the 1975 season on a challenging Bowdoin. However,
disappointing note as they dropped play quickly turned around once
a 6-0 contest to Bowdoin up in again, this time with the hosts
Maine. Playing quite well during completely running over the
the first 25 minutes, the Bantams smaller Bantams. Things really
dominated play as they were able fell apart for Trinity, as Bowdoin
to control action in the host's end. overpowered the visitors to rack up
However, the Bants were unable to four second half goals. The &-0 final
capitalize on several excellent tally reflected more on the lopsided
scoring opportunities and then second period, rather than the
were stung by a flukish relatively even-played first period.
Bowdoin goal.
In looking forward to next
The host's score, after the
Bantams had dominated play, was Saturday's contest, Co-captain Jim
a severe blow to the visitors. The Solomon pointed out that Williams
score took much of the wind out of may be Trinity's toughest opthe Bants' sails and it was quickly ponent this season. Williams
evident that the momentum of the trounced Trinity last season here
game had changed drastically. The in Hartford and has several outphysically larger Bowdoin team standing players returning, inbegan to out-hustle and out-hit cluding a couple outstanding
Trinity and by halftime, the hosts forwards and an excellent
fullback, Solomon mentioned that
had charged to a 2-0 lead.
the Bants suffered no serious inTrinity appeared to have juries in the Bowdoin contest and
recovered their confidence and should be psychologically ready
poise as the second half opened, for Williams.

«»«»

Varsity Soccer in brighter days.

I

Women's F/e/cf Hockey Eager to Play

By Tina Poole
. Robin Sheppard and Gail An'' njJdrews
(new assistant coach) have
d th" ' Deen
hard-put
this year in choosing
' win ' w o teams plus subs for the
hav women's Field Hockey team. After
an 8-2 season last year and losing
first-rate players from last
*e I.twelve
t
y^year's team, both coaches were
'anxious to fill the places and head
'for an undefeated season. Their

problem was not filling places, for
there were almost forty women
down on the field the first day of
practice. The problem was in
cutting the number down to 28
within a week.
The quality of playing was incredibly good and after a lot of
considering, they did their best in
choosing the team. LOOK OUT,

these women are ready to tear up
the field even after two weeks of
grueling practices. They made
their debut on Channel 3 news
yesterday with Roger Simms.
Robin Sheppard is currently
signing autographs for anyone who
wants them. The team had an
opening season ice cream party
where co-captains Olivia Brown

and Tina Poole were announced
congratulations. The team has ten
games this year: five home games
andfivei away. The first is today, at
4:00 p;m. against Williams. Last
year Trinity lost to Williams, so
this game is a biggy. Everyone
please come down to1 the field and
cheer the women on .

Women's Field
I
Hockey Schedule
I
Sept. 23, Williams, 4:00, Home
Sept. 25, Wellesley, 3:30, Away
Sept. 29, Brown, 3:30, Home
Oct. 2, Conn. College, 3:00, Away
Oct. 11, Miss Porter's School,
10:00, Home
Oct. 14, Smith, 2:30, Home
Oct. 16, Wesleyah, 3:30, Home
Oct. 30, Mt. Holyoke, 3:00, Away
Nov. 4, Briarcliff, 10:00, Away
Nov. 8, Yale
tB9S9ae<B4l
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Trinity Tramples Tufts
By Ira Goldman
The hot .summer weather has
cooled, students have returned to
campuses large and small
all over
the country and yes, it1-? football
time once again. For the NCAA,
it's now heading into the 106th year
of intercollegiate competition in
this country. And while Oklahoma,
USC, Ohio State and the rest fight it
out for No. 1, Trinity College and
its New England counterparts
quietly prepare for another season
of equally exciting football.
Amidst the incredible confusion
of the first two weeks of the new
school year, Coach Don Miller and
his able assistants have been
rapidly preparing for the opening
of the 1975 Trinity College football
season, now less than a week away.
Next Saturday afternoon, the
Bantams will head to Williamstown, Massachusetts and the
campus of Williams College for
what should be one of the hardestfought games of theyear. Williams
provides a formidable foe for the
opening contest, as they seek to
defend their m ranking from last
fall. However, for Bantams who
played in last year's Williams
game, it will be a chance for
revenge, as Williams inflicted
Trinity'.s only loss of the year here
in Hartford last fall
It will be a somewhat different
Trinity team that takes the field on
Saturday, as graduation claimed
12 starters from last year's squad.
Led by Co-Captains Steve Thoren
and George Rose, this year's team
has been working especially hard
over the past three weeks to fill in
the holes and form what Trinity
fans hope will be another successful squad.
Coach Miller has been extremely
happy with the attitude of his
players, saying that they are one of
the most committed, unselfish
groups he has ever worked with.
Coach Miller noted that he was
most concerned with the losses in
the two backfields, especially at

the skilled positions — halfback,
fullback and tightend.
The Bantams scrimmaged WPI
a week ago, and Miller noted that
he had used the scrimmage to look
at his whole squad. No one got a lot
of plilying time, but the game"
turned out to be rather costly as
starting tightend Al Juliano was
injured and consequently lost for
the season.
Trinity hosted Tufts this past
weekend, in a final warmup for
Williams.
Offensively, the Bantams seem
to be' strongest in the line, as 4
backs were lost to graduation,
Senior Co-Captain George Rose
will start at quarterback for the
Bantams, Junior John Gillespie is
the backup and has been closing
the gap between himself and Rose,
according to Miller. Soph Rob
Claflin has also looked good in
drills, giving Trinity good depth at
QB.
Returning starters John Wholley
and Pat Heffernan will open at left
halfback and fullback respectively. This duo should give Trinity
a strong running game as they both
starred last year.
The right.halfback spot is pretty
much a wide-open race, although
Tony Ciccaglione seems to have
the early edge due to experience.
Sophs Larry Moody and Mike
Brennan, stars of last year's freshman team figure to see action as
the situation is still up in the air,
Tom Melkus, a senior standout,
had the split end spot cinched, but
now may be moved to tight end
because of Juliano's injury. Tom
Lines and Jim Smith are both very
capable and will fill in for Melkus.
Melkus now takes over the tight
end spot, with Marc Montini
backing him up.
Left tackle was left open by
graduation, and several candidates, including sophs John
Doldoorian, Karl Herbst and junior
Mark Stern will fight it out. Right
tackle is quite ably handled by

Women's Crew
fo Defend Goodwin Cup
by Karen Ezekiel and
Tami Voudouris
Gary Caldwell, a 1972 garduate
of Yale and resident of Glastonbury, Ct., came to Trinity in the
fall of 1972 to coach women's crew.
His interest in crew stems from his
days as the coxswain of the Yale
crew team. Mr. Caldwell's enthusiasm definitely rubbed off on
the team members, who, spanning
four seasons, have acquired
numerous victories.
Practice is held six days a week
on the Connecticut River and in the
rowing tanks of Ferris Athletic
Center. Upperclassmen arrived on
September 1st and rowed double
sessions until the 4th, when their
regular practices began.
Mr. Caldwell coached the
women's crew team for the first
two seasons; in the first season
they remained undefeated. Last
year Rick Ricci coached the girls,
and this fall Gary is back to coach
and is being aided by assistant
coach Laurie Tanner, '76, who has
rowed with the team for the last
three years.
Caldwell has twenty-five girls on
the team this fall; 21 oarswomen
Ladies Sperry top Sider
SNEAKER
$9.V9 reg. 14.95
Jogging Flats
$18.95 reg. 23.95
Hooded Sweatshirts
$7.50 reg, 9.?5
COLLEGE SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Avenue
(3 min. from campus)
247-9905

and 4 coxswain; There are 11
seniors, 2 juniors, 7 sophomores
and 5 girls from the incoming class
of '79, ranging in height from 5'3"
to 5'll". The coach explained that
"each person pulls her own
weight," and what matters in the
end is how far the girls can push
themselves.
'
The regular schedule for the
team begins on October 4th in
Poughkeepsie, New York. The
event will take place at Marist
College at 11 am. The 2nd event
will mean a. lot to the girls, as they
will be defending the Goodwin Cup
at the Bliss Boat House, Riverside
Drive, East Hartford. The 1 1/2
mile race was first held in 1973.
The Goodwin Cup was so named by
the Board of Friends of Trinity
Rowing in honor of Francis
Goodwin. Ms. Goodwin made
many large contributions to
Trinity's Women's and Men's Crew
programs. Trinity Crew fans may
root for the girls from the
surrounding viewing area as the
team competes against schools
such as University of Rhode
Island, and the Kent School of
Kent. Ct.
On October 12 at 1 pm the Trinity
Team will be rowing 2 1/2 miles
towards "The Head of Con-

senior John Connelly, an AllrNew open, with John Wiggin, Bob
England selection and one of the O'Leary.Dave Lewis, Gil Childers
finest lineman around last fall. and Don Daigneau all fighting for
John has been frustrated by a the starting berth.
Strong safety will probably be
pulled thigh muscle this fall and
has seen limited practice time, but filled by either Dave Jancarski or
says that he will be ready to go for Bob O'Leary, while Danny
Iadonisi, Don Daigneau and Steve
Williams.
Tony Lapolla returns as the Thomas battle for the left corstarter at right guard, while nerback position.
The defensive line should be a
several candidates are battling it
out for the other guard spot, in- Bantam strong point, as 4 out of 7
cluding Tom Heffernan, Dave starters return. Rich Uluski starts
at right end, returning from a
Poulin and Rich Trachimowicz.
A real dogfight is going on for the strong sophomore season last year.
center spot, with Tom Barker Pete Selkowskl and Don
leading the pack. Fenton Lewis Grabowski are battling for the left
and Dave Coratti are still very side position.
Gary Zabel and John Griglum
much in the fight.
Defensively, the Bantams were appear to have won the tackle
hurt worst in the backfield, with spots, while senior Vic Novak
three spots open. Senior Steve returns to hold down the nose
Thoren will start at right cor- guard spot. This fierce threesome
nerback and is expected to key the should make things difficult for
unit. The safety spot is pretty wide opposing running backs.

necticut", Gathering in Middletown will be 90 separate entries:
Men's and Women's Crew teams
from the East Coast. Also on hand
will be the Russian National Team.
Holyoke, MASSACHUSETTS
will be the host of the First Annual
National Women's Invitational
Regatta, Twenty invitations were
sent out for the 2 mile race to be
held on October 18. Trinity will be
competing against Yale, Connecticut College, Wesleyan, Smith,
The University of MASSACHUSETTS, Dartmouth, Holy Cross
and, of course, Mount Holyoke.
Boston University, Princeton,
University of MASSACHUSETTS,
Brown, Yale, George Washington
University and Trinity, will
compete in the "Head of the
Charles River", in Cambridge,
MASS. Of special interest will be
the presence of the National
Women's Aid, a women's crew
team which fared second in the
World Championships held last
August in England. Anyone in the
BOSTON area for the Open Period
should be able to attend the race as
it will be on Sunday, October 26.
Gary noted that women's crew
teams have "improved amazingly
in the past four years." Although
the competition will be steeper this
year, Coach Caldwell anticipates a
good season. All races are open to
the public - let's support our
Women's Crew Team by attending!

All in all, things seem to point
towards another successful year
for the Bants. However, many
obstacles are yet to be crossed, and
only time will tell what kind of year
it will be. See you at Williamstown
on Saturday!

Trlnlt y-Wllliams
Tickets

SntramyroS
Soccer

Tickets for the Trinity-Williams
football game at Williams on
Saturday, Sept. 27 will go on sale in
the Ferris Center Athletic Office on
Monday, the 22nd. Advance sale
price to faculty, students, and staff
will be $1,50. Tickets purchased at
the boxoffice on day of game will
be $3.00.

Those interested in Intramural
soccer, which will start the week of
October 6th, please submit to Mr.
Graf their intentions to field a team
and submit a roster if one is not
already on file for 1975-76.

Cross Country

Water Polo
Schedule

Sept 24
Away
UConn.
27-28
Away
Cross Country Coach Howard
Brown
Barnes invites all freshmen and
any interested runners to run on Oct. 1
U.R.I.
Home6:30
4
the cross-country team. The squad
R.P.I. Tourney
Away
8
meets near the cannons below the
UConn.
Home 6:00
10
quad on Monday-Friday at 3:30
Amherst
Home 4:00
13
p.m.
South Conn.
Away
16
Coach Barnes will also make up
U.R.I.
Away
18
training schedules and give advice
Greenwich H.S.
Awayj
to any joggers, male or female, on
Tourney
campus who have an interest in
improving their fitness for living.

BEER KEGS
ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK

455 Zion
Phil & J e r r y f Permittees

Mike Maus returns from an
outstanding junior year to handle
the field goal and PAT duties. Mike
Brennan, Bob O'Leary and Maus
can all handle the punting chores,
while Gil Childers and Maus can
both work kickoffs. Kicking and
the specialty teams are two things
that are often vital in determining
the final outcome of many games,

Trinity's No. 31, Pat Heffernan, plows into Tuft pack.

SUMMIT HILL
"Down The Hill From Trinity,
Need We Say More?"

The Mnebacking situation is also
very much up in the air. Among the
capable candidates are George
Niland, Brian O'Donaghue, Gary
Jones, Jeff Gove and Mike
Leverone.

WE DELIVER
Featuring Hartford's Finest
Selection of Imported & Domestic
Wines and Spirits • MtntoMM Pflcas

